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Purpose:

Goals:

Coarse Ma

Audinenc.e..

Participant
Prerequisite:

. Training Program Information

To build or iropiove the basic plaurning skills needed by persunsposible for prorafini
planning in alcohol servizce agencies.

Participants will learn ageneric przogram planningiAocess anc iiisaryitby. develOpiasa pre-
liminary plan for addressing a problem identified by the particluaintiand his/her suer.r visor
prior to the training: program.

Participant Workbook is for use ba mrticipants during N.
For the trainer, the Participant Wrnme000k is also a pri
of the program. It contains both essential subject m

Trainer Manual inclures background material for train

tte

ining and as a reference award.

resource in preparing tni-sewer
ion exercises.r an

reparation, training prOVm
tion, materials, and masters for and overhead traMparencies to pe used it comet.

Sessioh Outline. Cards useirby tie trainer to guide.the Presentatiodof each seasion.-.Th'
provide concise covert of 4.!, v cpestsons or points to be raised, as well as, the sequence, time,

and equiprnvr for each aczyity. They are compact and easy.to handle during
course presentation.

This training program, designs. or staff; n existingservice agencies who are --tsponsible.:z_

planning the developme- or enPunsion of programs responsive to community aleoholisr
service needs. The audionce fa dtiis program could include either adininistiatine or clinical
staff whose effectiveness depends% upon acquisition or improvement of basic skills ire

matic planning for corrir- 4ity ai clhoilsm services.

The. coarse looks at car,i-i-initNi vr-iblems and suggests "a framework for their resolution: It
does not deal with tine immix cr -rganizationai aspects of program development.

14

As a prerequiSite, eact-_.nenrrcant,-,rest submit an alcoholism service related problerri identsfied.

in conjunction wit1 h 9;rier supenresor. Work on application of planning skills to participant

problems is the basis or trairiag program. A

(Continued on inside back cover)
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Planning AlcoholismServices: A Basic Course'in Asses`-
Meant, Program Designi,mplementatiorLarid Evaluation.
Welk developed by the National Center for AlcoholEdu-
camm in conjunction with a team of practiding*o-
haillbrn coubsefors and trainers employed by the bivi din
orrAlcoholisrn and Drug Abuse, West Virginia Dep
invent of Mental Health, and by a private agency. he
Wee- Virginia tear; specified the major activities and be-
ha,..rs required for developing community Programs to
exioarel or aiugment alcoholisin services. These activities
anelehaviors were then verified by a sample of West
Vingrna counselors and supervisors as well as by a na-
tiorris; sane! of prominent alcoholisin counselors and'
counsmoredudators. These two groups identified the
neat. community program development skills, al-
thougOthey did not designate them as intrinsic to the
counsesor role, which the West Virginia Division does.
That s. An-State of West Virginiamandates that alco-
holism coennselors'in its employ are to divide their time
aboufassialli between counseling and community pro-
gram aczpaities:

Amongege teaip and the paheimembers there was it
agreeme.rt that the possession of generic planning skillrd
was essential to the developMent and expansion of com-
munity alcoholism services. Under the direction of Helen
L K_ Farr, Ph.D., project manager for the National,

-Ctnter for Alcohol Education, center staff drafted A

PaVeicitiont Workbook containing basic reference infor-.
matio m the planning proCess and exercises for the;
trairwg program, as well as a Trainer Manual containing

4

ti

a step-tor-step guide for trainers tr age in conducting the
learning activities. Following renegues in both documents
based cn suggestions from the Weer Virginia team and
three reviewers working in or clanyvretated to corn-
mtenity alcoholism programs, thee:raining program was
Pilot tested in. West Virginia, Tennessee, and Minnesota.
The materials have been revised since the pilot test to re-
flm-t enaluation findings, site observations, comments for
traffics and participants, and three additional reviewers.
One such revision was the preparation of Session Outline
Cards tc facilitate the trainer's delivery of sessions.

Special,acknOwledgement is expressed here to. the mem-
bers of the Wrist Virginia team, selected by Raymond E.
Washington, Director, Division on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse, West Virginia Department of Mental Health, for

'their contributions to the development and pilot testing
of Planning Akohallsm Services: a Basic Course In Assess-
me, Program Design, Implementatiovnd Evaluation:

John Bianconi, M.S.
Treatment Services Coordinator
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Division of Mental Health
Charleston . ,

Jack.C. Clohan, Jr., M.A.
State Training Coordinator
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Division of Mental Health
Charleston
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Charmaine Dowse.. M.S.W.
Counselor
Center on Alcomman and Drug Abuse
Parkersburg

'terry Ducicworsh. ALA.
State Preventsm Jusordinator
Alcoholism aim ._:41oug Abuse

Division of Moral. 4leatth
Charleston

G. Thomas Parser, B.S.
Coordinator
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Program
FMRS Mental Health Center
Beckley

Gerard J. Schmidt, M.A.
Coordinator
Center on Alcoonnrism and Drug Abuse

'Clarksburg

Collett Smith, M_A.
Courrlor
Center on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Charlestnn

and to the panel merniss who reviewed the activities
and behaviors required for developing community prol
grams to expand or augment alcohRlisrn services.

L. Sherilyn. Cormier,
Associate Professor
Department of Counseling and Guidance
West Virginia University

*Fred Davis M.S.W.
AlcoKolism Proir7am Manager

.Roy Littlejohn Associates,)nc.

Gloria dorm, M.H.Scz
Training Specialist
Regional Training Program for

Alcoholism Cour& lors
The Johns Hopkins University

!William Gideon, D.P.H.
Professor of Alcoholism Sciences
Governors State University

t

Norma B. Gluckstern, Ed.D.
Team-Leader, lalth Care in Cogrectiohal

Institutions
University ResearCh Corporation

*Doceased
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Harold Hackney, Ed.D.
Associate Professor of Coun'Shling
Counseling and Personnel Servicei

Department
Purdue University

D. Corydon Hammond, Ph.D.
Coordinator of Training and Research
Arcoho d Drug Abuse Clinic
Univers Medical Center
The kl iversity of-Utah

Norman Kagan, Ph.D.
Professor .

Department of CounSeling and Personnel
Service

AVichigan State. Univers4

Riley Regan, M.S,W.
DireCtor .
*Division' of Alcoholism
New Jersey Department of Health.

a

.Chaim M. Rosenberg, M.D.
AssOciate PrOfessoF of Psychiatry
Boston Diversity School of Medicine-

.

*braham M. Schneidmuhl, M.D.
Regional Training*Program for

AlcoiTio Ism Counselors'
The Johns Hopkins Untersity

Gerald D. Shulman, M.A.
Vice President of Chit Chat

Foundation and Executive Director
of Chit Chat Farms and Caron
Hospital

Wernersville, PennsylJ4nia

t.

Jesse E:Tro*,
Executive Director
PrOgram on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
New Hampshire

a

TheiNational Center for Alcohol Education extends its
appreciation. to the first draft reviewers of the Partici-
pant Workbook and Trainer, Manual:

jartri I. Davidson, B.A., B.D.
Exeutive Director Pi

AlcoholismCourntil of Gre4ter
Los Angeles'u

.1, Los Angeles, California
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Donald F_GodwindiLEd.r\,\ Chief, Occupational Branch
Division of Special Treatment

, and Reihabilitation
- National Imtitute or Alcohol Abuse

and Akoholisrr
Rockville, Marylaric

Laura E. Root, M.A., M.S.W., A.C.S.W.
Co-Director
Nationll Alcoholism Training Program

for Alcoholism Professionals
The Social Science Institute
Washington University
St. Louis, Missour

Gilbert Shaw
Chief, Special ".;--ojects Branch
Division of Special Treatment

and Rehabit
National Instir:.14.te. on Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism J
Rockville, Mar and

Sandra Werner, Ensign
N.S. Public Health Service

Special Analysis Branch
'Division pecial Treatment

and liitation
'Natio aute on Alcohol Abuse

and AlcOhol ism
Rockville, Maryland

Ronald D. Wynne, Ph.D.
lktone Associates
Washington, D.C.
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and to the pilot test trainers in Teinnessee and

Berz, M.S.W. '
Administrative Director
Joe Johnson, Jr.; .iental Health Centel X
Chattanooga, Tennessee

Donald Devens, M.Div.
Trainifig Coordinator
Chemical Dependency Division
State Department of Public Welfare
Saint Paul, Minnesota

John Selstad, B.A.
SupervisOr

n.Program Development Section
Chemical Dependency Division
State Department of Public Welfare
Saint Paul, Minnesota

Murphy Thomas, Ph.D.
Director '

Rutherford County Guidance Center
yurfreesboro, Tennessee

/-11Iiott Ward, Ph.D.
Director 1

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
State Department of Mental Health

and Mental Retardation'
Nashville, Tennessee . ,
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National Center for Alcohol Education
National Institute on Akoh61 Abase and Alcoholism
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Training Prog
Overview

am

.10
co

J
Training Program Goals

The participants will understand and be able to 4pply
a generic plat(rng process in the development o xpan-
sion of community alcoh9lism-related services

13y the completion of the training program, participants
will be able to:

-- define and identify examples 9f all tour com-
ponentrin the planning procris5; i.e., assessment,
program design, implementation, and
evaluation;

define and identify examples of all the major
activities irheach of the four compomentspf
the planning process;

use. the plan ing processorTa given coldnunity
problem in a simulated community; and

apply the planning process' skills covered in this.
trainingprogram IciAn action plan for a problem
area identified in advance by the participant
and hiVher supervisor.

Session One: Introduction and Welcomp

Sy/Pops/5: An atmosphere is established to foster
7-) learning by prokiding an oppoktunity for the participants

and, training staff to-beareaccuainted. Participants
will becime familiar With the oals, objectives, content,

and sequence of the training program and begin to ex-
plore how a planning process can assist them in develop-
ing alcoholism services. (Training program evaluation
data may also ltogathered.)

Objectives: Par ticipnts-will:

become familiar with the purposes and Objec-
tives ofAe training program, and

establish a workable accommodationbetween
their expectations and what is being d.ffered
in the training program.

Session Two: Planning and Community
Irpolvement

'44

a

..Synbpsis: This session focuses on the imporwce of
volvirp various segments of community in,plany
ng for the development or expansion of Atoholismi,

services. A list of the major. activities by wIlicha
planner can further such involvhnentis presented for
review by the participants. Afte' a brief consider lion
of which activities might apply c)thei,*..back hom&
problems, the participanft name the kinds of individuals

,
and groups they expect to involve in working on their
problems. As an-outcome of this,,activiky, the use of the tk,
term - "community" as the context for exercises in this-
training progranes-clarified. finally, th`e.participants
perform the Broken Swami exercise, which illuwates
in an experiential way the importance of coordinating
resources in a team or community effort. ,

.4



Objectives: Participants will::

a

. identify two essential reasons for being aware,
of the community when planning for alto:
holism services;

cit4at least two common difficultie sin eli Ling

'community cooperation on alcoholism se ice
programs;

list at least threelkinds of individuals or groups
in the community they will probably want to.
work with on activities to establish or expand
alcoholisr4 services; and

specify crucial ingredient far making certain
that necessary community resources areused
both effectively and efficiently.

Session Three: Assessi'nent: Stating the Problem

- Synopsis: Tfils session provides participants with an over-
sew all the major, steps involved in ;arrying out a sys-

tematic needs assessmektwEarticipants are introduced to
a detailecrdes?ription of the first major step in commun-
ity assessment: identifying and describing a problemjin
a concise problem statement. They apply what
havelearned bid writipg problem statements related to a
simulated community situalion, and to the "back home
problem" they brought t4 the -training program.

Objectives: Participants will:
,

given a possible roblem area from a simulated
community, ap y the first major step of a
Heeds assessme to identify in dear an'el pre-
cise langyage least one specific and distinct
problem i e dossibLe problem area; and

apply th session learnings.to their back home
problf

I

Session Four: sessment: Collecting Data
About.the Pro. em

Synopsis: Session r helps the participants under.-
. lend and carry otil th second major step in assessment,
"collecting data about g s cific problem. PartiCipants

will focus on the kihds-of information needed to deter-
mine#he extent of the problem(s) and on ways to
identify sources from whi.c1<the information can be
extracted.

.

C

Objectives: Participants wk.

- describe- the kinds of data req'uled-to ade-
quate address a specific problem; .

e

identify kinds of souice from rihicti, e infor-
mation can be extracted; and

spell out ways the needed inform st
be.collected..

Session Five: Assessmr: ,Anaryzing the Data
forkDecisions (1,_ . ( .

, ....-

Synopsis: This session complet4 wok on the assess-
ment ponent of the plannineotocess ancrmarks the
transin n to the second component, progralh design.
PartiParticipants learn haw to analyze data from a simulated,cipants

so that pit oblems can be r ked and dealt
with through decisive and caordinite ction. Partici- --
pantcontinucto work on their back home problems.

Objectives: Participrits will:

list three necessary steps in a zing the col-
lected data; and

.. . .
identify at leastithree bases for setting priorities .
and maki;glelecisions about problems.

Ses ion Six: PrograM Design:-Setting Goali

.
Synopsis:. This session introduces the program design
component of the planning process: Participants '.
learn how to formulate goal statements that are respon-
sive to the need(s) 15f the target group id ied doting
the assessment phase2nd selected for action. ses-

sion emphasizes that goals are outcome or result s e-

,- ments and not activity statements. It lays the ground-
work for the specification of:concrete program

, 4objectives. i .v.
11,

Objectives: Participants-will:'
'given problem statements IgaSed on the/simu-
lated community, write goal statemehts accord-
ing to training program criteria; and -

.9' _

4rite a goal statement respori.sive to, their back +s , /home problem statements as formulated in the.6 . - .
/ assessment sessions`.* .

Se,ssion Seven- Program Design: Specification
'of

1
Objectives 4 '

t,
Synopsis: In the previous session, participatits learned

wto for ulate- well writtevrgoal statements for a
program ad ressing an identified need. In this session,
they work at making these outcome statements spe-
cific, time-phased, anti measurable. When properly
formulated, program obje,ctivespr=ovide the bases for,

/evaluating the degree to which a program goes acCtird-.
ing to plan.

. er

ti

44:
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ObJe ctivies: Participants will:
7 .

identifytrfour essential elements of a pro-
gram objective using the criteria provided in the

° training pergram;
gee

n a sample goal statement, write pr
obje Ves Using the four criteria; and

write a ogram.Nktctive for their. bac
' problems'.

Session Eight:. PiograrreDesiin:
a Strategy .

liftir

Choosing

-0,
Synopsis: This session provides arnodekto help partici-
pants choose a strategy for carryint out the program ob-
jective(s). Participants focus fyst on identifying poisible
strategies; next on choosing the strategy.that will ar.cofn-
plish the objective-with the fewest or least important
undesirable side effects; and then on identifying the;
resources necessary to carry out the strategy chosen.

Objectives: Participants will:

apply thef.oir basic steps provided by the
straining program in choosing a strategy and

complete an Agency and Community Resource
Inventory.

ir

Session Nine: Program Design: Time7,pbased
Action Plan

Synapsis: A time-phased action plan spells out the
tasks related to each activity neede'd to carry out the:
selected strategy; the order, phasing schedule; and
coordination of tasks; and the person(s) responsible for
car r i)f-igittieach one. This session teaches piticipanti

Tigt an easy method of going from A selected strategy and
resource a detailed performance plan. Jr t
objectlyes: Participants

develop a time-phasedadtiOn plan to carry
out one of, he major activities ne for
implementing a selected strategy. 4

Sessidn Ten: Implemenlation: Program
-/ Of Management and Coordination

Stn9P.SIS: This session is *designed to allow the,plailner
to explore some managemet skills used in imple-
menting a community program and to explore the
importance of establishing and using information ex-
change channels to keep all participating parties in-
famed on tite progress of an established plan. The on-
gqing role of evaluation and revision is also discussed.

Objective: ,Participants will be able to:

describe several management skills thatcan
assist them in implementing a planned ,pro-%
gram; and

describe an infornitionexchange channel that
. can be used tcr keep participating parties in-

fqi-rned on the progress of an established plan.

Session Eleven: Program Evaluation

Synopsif: This session focuses theparticipants' atten-
tion on the need for conducting an evaluation of the
program developed. It bringi'together many activities
that were considered in earlier sessions and shows how
they-relate to and contribute to the evaluation effort
Suggested techniques for conducting informal, indirect:,
or process evaluation ire.offered along with guidelines
for selecting an evaluator to assist in the design and -
execution of their back home evaluation effort.

Objectives' Particip

identi r program evaluation;

iden approaches to pro-

.

o-

.
4f.7

(1/ complete an Oar' i'' .readiness checklist;

list one advantage and one disadvantage for each
data gathering technique &scribed in the session;

list three advantages fid three disadvantages
of using an outside evaluator;

" complete a set of evaluation worksheets for
one,objeclive of their back holnepioblems;

...

list three Ceps that would increase die objec-
tivity of th "r evaluatiOn effort; and

list three planning activities that would contribute
tot* effeciveriess of their program evaluation.

Seksion Twelves Completion of Preliminary
Plan for Back Home Problem

Synops4AfterA brief summarizil aiscussion of th
planning process, participants will ork..individually on
their preliminary plan fOr theirpadc home problems, with

mai optunity to ask for aisistance from the trainers.
ey will then discuss their planning problems as a group

identify a helping network for future contacts:

. Objective: Participants will: .

14.

comp their preliminary or partial plans .

for atta ing their back home ms.

7



Sesion I

Introduction
and
Welcome

Synopsis: An atmosphere is established to foster learn-
ing by providing an opportunity for the participants and

, training staff to become acquainted. Participants will
become familiar with the goals, objectives, content, and
sequence of the training program and begin to explore
how a planning process can assist them in developing
alcoholism services. (Training program evaluation data
may also be gathered.)

Obctives:4 Participants will:

9

become familiar with the Ourposhs and objec-
tives of the training program; and

establish a workable accommodation between
their expectatioris and what is being offered in
the training program.

Reference Information: APIE Definitions 10

Worksheet 1: Training Program ExpectatiCSns . . . . 11

)
-IL



SESSION ONE
REFERENCE INFORMATION

--APIE Definitions

A planning process is a systemaiic way of making deci-
sions and taking action to address problems, needs, and
concern's. It includes the collection and analysis Of'in-
formation; specification of goals; and organization of
resources. It culminates in the implementation of
planned actions and the evaluation of the outcomeof
those actions. The plan ng process is composed of
four overlapping and in rdependent components:
Assessment, Program De gn, Implementation, and
Evaluation. The proces can be viSbalized as a figure
composed of four disli t but interlocked circ es (see
diagram below). Each component comprises s cific
activities listed below.

Assessment CoMponent

The assessment component is the initial part of the plan-
ning process in which the following activities pccur:

Fdentification of the problem area(s)
PreliminaFy evaluation of possible problem
area(s)

Definition/statement of the problem(s)
Collection of needs assessment data
Analysis of needs assessment data
Setting priorities among the problem(s)

' Decision Mint: Decide whether or not to
pursue solutions to the problem(s)

J

10

Program Deb Component

The program design component includes the following
activities:

Setting goal(s)'
Specification otot:jective(s)

'-. Selection of strategy(s) for reaching objective(s).
Identification of resources and constraints
Rating the importance and impact of resources
and constraints on the plan
Development of a time-phased plan which
includes the enumeration of activities,'per-
sonnel, and other resources required for achiev-
ing the objectives
Analysis of potential problem and contingency
plan(s)

Outline of the evaluation design for measuring
success of the plan

Implementation Component

In the implementation component, necessary knowledge,
skills, and resources are applied in order to achieve the
goals and objectives. The following are among thelc-
tivities of the implementation component:

Management/monitoring/supervision; per-
formance of assigned activities
Establishment and-use of information-exchange
channels

Coordination of participating resources
Making adjustments as required

Evaluation Component

The essential purpose of evaluation is to provide infor-
tion for decisiOnmaking. The major activities of

eva ation include:

Clarification of decisions to be made
Identification of the type(s) of information
needed to make decisions
Designing an 'carrying out a plan for collecting

cr.that information

Reporting conclusions from the analysis in a

timely and useful manner
Feeding back evaluation conclusions for con-
sideration in reviiin the plan
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Trainink Prograni Expectations

.

Take about dye minutes.to write down:

SESSION ONE
WORKSHEET 1

1. Thpemtnunity prograrrrpfanning problem area that you have come prepared to work on &airing this "training
proghin. (For the remainder of the training program this will be referred to as your "back home problem.")t

2. The aspect(s) of a planning process that interests or concerns you most in relation to this problem.

2

3. Your general expectations about the.program (i.e., what you hope will happen during the program, what you hope
to gain).

4. Your worst fears about the training program (i.e., what you hope will not happen

..e

11



Session II

Plannipg-
and
Coinrnunity
/Involvement

7

Synopsis: This session focuses on the importance of
invdlving various segments of the community in planning
for the development or expansion of alcoholism services.

'A list d the major activities by which a planner can
further such involvement is presented for remiew by the

. participants. Aftir a brief consideration of which activi-
ties might apply 6 their back home problems, the par-
ticipants name the kinds of individuals and groups they
expect to involve in working'oh their problems. As an
outcome of this activity, the use of the term "commun-
ity" as the context.for ekercises in this training program

is clarified. Finally, the participants perform the Broken
Squares exercise, which illustrates in an experiential way
the irriportance of coordinating reiources in a team or
community effort. . ..

Objectives: Participants will:

identify two essential reasons for being aware
of the community when planning for alcoholism
services;

cite at least two common difficulties in elieiting
community cooperation on alcoholism service
programs;

list at least three kinds of individuals or groups
in the community they will probably want to
work with on activities to establish or expand
alcoholism services; and

specify a crucial ingredient for making certain
that necessary community resources sipped
both effectively ana efficiently.

Reference Information: Community as Context
for Planning the Development or Expan-
sion of Alcottc sm Services

Worksfleet Acti,ies Leading to Co unity
Involvement in Developing Alc olism
Services

14

15

Worksheet 2: identification of community
Individuals and G-oups Relevant to
Alconolism Planing 16

13
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SESSION TWO
REFERENCE INFORMAION

Communit); as Coritext for Planning
the Development or Expansion of
Alcoholism Services

Pla'nnihg for the provision of alcoholism services does
not occur In a vacuum. No .matter what,services.,are
envisioned, they roust be planned in the context of
the community in which they occur.

. ,

Community is a word with several meanings. In dis-
cussing alcoholism service programs one community
includes the people who will be served, both direcN
and indirectly. This community includes.atoholic
clients, their families and friends, coworkers and em-
ployers, and ultimately everyone, who-may be affected
Wthe results of alcohol abuse..

0, ,
Another community includes those who serve, the
direct providers of alcoholism treatment and providers
of other ervices. needed by alcoholic clients and their

s'

14

-amilies. This might also be called t resource corn-)
-nunity, Which is already providing, could be mo-
bilized to provide, services or other resources'(mone-y,
equipment, personnel, expe tise, etc.) to contribute
to an alcoholism serviceprogr m.

In the'planning process, both of tiese "communities"
become resources. The community to be served must
be assessed and may b'ecome consultants in a plan to

.develop alcoholism siryices. Service providers must
be considered in order to :avoid duplication of services
and to capitalize on p' 'ble cooperation and coordi-
nation of services.

' /
Viewing alcoholism service programs in their commun-
ity context(s) benefits both alcoholic clients and other

at direct victims of alcoholism and Ott ,community as a
who . It helps to bring those,who need services into
conta t with them as quickly as po§sibit, and it helps
the munity to avoid the wasteful expense of
duplicate resource or-services.,

7'
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-,,ActivitiO Leading to .

Conimunity Involvement in
. Developing Alcoholism Services k

I . .

Activities that lead to or are part of community
metit in the development or expansion Of alcoholism
service programiinclucle the following:

1. Periodically assessing or reassessing the tat com-
munity neetfor alcoholiim services. ;

Periodically evaluating the total effect o all,ayajl-
able services in meetingalcoholisin.need of the
community as a whole.

Dividing larger community into tasset, g oups con-
sisting of specific populations for the development-
of alcoholism services.

4. Encouraging community groups and organization's
to develop new 'alcoholism services where needed.

5. Urging community groups and-Organizations to
expand their present level of alcohol-related serv-
ices as needed.

I
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. ProMating cooperation of other social agencies ,

which are directly or indirectl-y.involiled with
agenei clients.

. .
3. qlromoting the gods and positive image of the

agency or organifational program in the specific
community which it serves.

8. -Training the staff and volunteers of community
"ft agencies in ideotification and ofpersons.

with problemyelated toialco ol.
k

9. Promoting,the concept.ofzehibilitatidn of Orciblem
drinkers when talking or working with uriPitformed
individuals, groliOrs, and organizaticr9.-

10. Initiating support for rimary prevention efforts
in the community.

-

NOTE: Snbers are used fo convenience in reference -

onlyt.They do not indicate sequence or ranking.
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Identification of Community Ihdividuals.and Groups
Relevant to Alcoholism Service Planning

In the context of planning alcoholism services that are

relevant'to the target group to be served and that make
use of-all available community resources-,4ist the kinds
of individuals and organizations in'yotircommunity
that you think it will be useful to work with in planning

the development or expansion of alcoholism services
relatecI to your "back home" problem, and make.4 blief
note ahout their possible roles (e.g. needs assessor,.
service prcivider, service recipient, etc;)

-0

1

Kind of Individual or Organization Possible Role

7
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Session
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Assestpent:c.

the Y

Problem

C
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Synopsis: This session provides participants with an ,

overview of all the major steps involved in carrymg out
a systematic needs assessment. 'participants are intro- ".
duced to a detailed description of the first major step in
community assessment: identifying and describing a
problem in a concise problem statement. The apply.
what they havelearned by writing problem statements
related to a simulatedcommunity situation, and -to the
"back home problem" they brought to the training
program.

Objectives: Participants will:

given a possible problerr iarea simulated
community, apply the first r- o of a
needs assessment to ide-itif and pre-

cise tanguUe
oat

least one specific ana distinct
problem in the possible problem area; and

. apply the session !earnings to their back home
.ptoblem.

Reference Information: The Assessment
Proce-ss 18

Reference Information; Stating the Problem 20

Worksheetl: Formulating a Problem
Statement 23

Worksheet.2: Reitiew of Back Home
Problem Statement' 25

17



SESSION THREE
Rff ERENcE wINFORMATION

a

Tiro ent Process

Assessrn foundation or groundwork on which
all suc' ram planningas9. )e systematic
needs compilses the very beginning tasks,in
planning, As a result of thedassessmeat tiv program, - ,

'tanner is in a position to decide whether Of not to pro -
eed with the planning process.

Tworepresentationsrof the planning process are
shoim in Figure 1. Assessmentlorms the base of the
pyramid with the other activities positioned securely
on this foundation. The inverted triangle shows the
planning process as it often occurs. In this case the
program is based on an inadequate assessment, giving
instability to the project ancliequiring an excessive
expenditure of effort on evaluation. This Oereased
emphasis on the later stages results because the inctim-
plete needs assessment leaves goals and expected.out-

comes unclear; therefore, evaluation becomes a difficult,
if or impossible, task.

Evaluation

Implementation

Program Design

Assessment

IDEAL MODEL FREQUENT MODEL

Assessment, is crucial and-mustbe done carefully and
completely, because it directly impacts all of the subse-
quent comp nehts of a planning prRcess. Only after a

decision has een made, orpthe basis of the assessment
activities and ata, does the community planner:

form ate goals and objectives; and

proved with the development of a program
design.

By-the time the assessment component activities are
completed, a community planner will have:

identified and defined the possible and the
actual problem(s) that confront the
community;

ranked the problems in the order of their im-
portance and their potential for solution; and

decped which problern(s) will be worked on.

18
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Assesvnent ctivities

The activities%

ponent of the planni

"IP

A

\involve 'the a,ssessmenrgial-
process arewn,in r igure 2.

I
NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROCES9"

,./dentifti.and eiraluate. possjble

I ,

problem areas

IrWrite problem -statements

Collect and nalyze needs
assessme data

Set riorif among problins'.
Deci e whether or not to pursue

sol ions

Each of these tasks or phases ofythe assessment process
is briefly discussedbelow..

1. Definition of Major Probiems: Development of
community programs begins with identification
o' ihosecoty concerns that constitute
actual prOgemiTh'fie following activities are in-
volved in the selection of program-type problems
frorr community issues or alleged needs.

Pa.laentification of P Pr m Areas: os-

s,-ie problem areas are usually first identified
t a planner through an administrative direc-
t. a news'event; or some community concern
tn:IE cans for action. Sometimes, the program
oeveloPer initiates an \action through investiga-
tion of relevant situatiOns/conditioris in the
community.

b. Preliminary Evaluation of Possible Problem
Areas: On the basis a "quick-and-dirty" or
"eyeball" inspection, a planner decides whether
given possible prciblem areas.warrantfurther
attention.

c. Definition/Statement of the Community's
Problems: Next, problem definitions.are de-
veloped by stating them in terms of who, what,
how, and when, thus narrowing knd sharpening
the focus.

2. Collecton of Needs Assessment Data: Assessment
data prdvide information about the scope and im-
portance of the prob within' the community:

2i
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ata usually exist in many placesand innany
forms, and they muscbe collected systertically

31110101d carefully for an orderly examintiiton,-L,

3. Ana of Nejkis Assessment Data The collected
information is examined carefully and thoroughly.*
A number of different analytical methods canbe
used to determine what the data reveal about the
giommunity's actual need. .

j

Settingfriorities Among tgentified Problems:
Onciproblems have been clearly stated and docu-
mented, planners have to seleCt which problem to
work on first, which second, etc., since it is almost
never possible to work on all of them at once.
This selection proceSs requires setting priorities, or
ra king. Decisions may be made on the basis of
h'o v serious or important the problem is judged to
be and/or on whether or not a problem can-be
solved or reduces, regardless of its importance.

1'

ym

del

5.
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'Decisions:. Finally, the azesshent component of
a plarming pr4cest is completed when, using '1;t3Df
the information genrated and studied during the

'.major assessment activities just outlined, a deci-
sion is made on whether Of not to pursue a solu.
tion to arty of the state4rObierns. Ira decision
is male to work on a solution to one, or more prob-

.
lems, the program deve _Joper /planner begins activi-
ties in the program desii component,. The prob-
ems not selected for acti are.di ,grcleFi orpost-, .

.11

oned fer future consideration.

Each of these activities is explained in greater-tie-
belOw and in the next two se0ons. The focus.

of this session, the activities requfred to define
major problems, are described in the following ,

paragraphs.

19
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'Stating the Pro§lem _

.

To plan 'a soltition-it necessaryttbolart with the identi-
catidn of the problem, but in planninvervices for a

community, it isn't always.y to spe'cifically pinpoint
problerns'and separate them frornottose needs that

the community members think are prliVernS'. Coranuni- e
ties are easily.groused by shocking or tragic events which.
may or Alay not be the outcome of an ongoing problem
situation. On the other Band, it may be difficult to
arouse community members about a condition that is
often concealed, such as alcoholism.

In addition, communities often apply the label of "prob-
lem" to,a broad topical area that is usually complex and
vaguely statedi-Vizt is identified is really only a "possi-
ble problem area." Therefore, the community planner
and concerned community representativesmust make a
relatively simple investigation of the possible problem
area to see (1) whether it is a real matter for concern in
this con nunity and (2) what actually might be the one
or nor icific problems in that possible problem area.

,This inv --,tigation and resulting decision constitute a

"pr:.dimina.ry evaluation of a possible pr6blem area." If
the planner decides that there are some identifiable
problems that are the proper concerns of his or her
ager cy,.e- forts are made to state the problems concisely.

1 rr )re detailed discussion of the first phase of the needs
asse,SMC process is present0 be' ow with explanations
of:

What a possible problem area.is and how it
differs from a problem statement.

How to make a preliminary evaluation of the
reality of the possible problem area(s).

How concerns can be expressed as problem
statements.

- What is a possible problem area?

A possible problem area is a broad topical area that some-
one, some group, orsome institution says is a problem.
It is said to cause; provoke, contribute to or be involved
in some undesirable outcome. Examples of 'possible
problem areas include: cigarettes, smoking, lung cancer;
a dangerous portion of a road, auto crashes; alcohol,
.drinking, drunk dliving; theft, robbery, a section of town
with a high crime rate, juvenile criminals;street murders,
taverns, and child abuse. These examples illustrate the
general characteristics of possible problem areas. They

20
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. '- Itobviorly4 are broad, vague topics'of concern that mv, in
fact, enc hp whole set, f problems that 9ften pin- li'
not be s 14c1 beaust of thentssopeauctcomplexity. ..

, AI ,.( 1

Why js the termtimssible problem area used? t
,. . k

\\ ....

"Often whk is called a problei6 is too broad to b7a
--\,true problem statement. ,Moreover, just tailing any .t%

concern a problemidoesn't provide evidence tkatiit.
reallytis one. In addition, sometimes people opirate
with stereotyped reactions to a label that may be
traditionally associated with trouble or difficulty o f
some sort;-e:g., dark streets, guns, the young, joy riding,-
drive-in movies. Thus, until the topichas been made
more explicit and there is at-least basic evidence that
it is real, it is still only a possible problem area.

How does a possible'problern area get
identified?

Someone in the community or some event ordinarily
calls attention to problem aregby labeling them as prob-
lems. Identification and arousal of concern over a probl,,,
lem Often is the result of any one or any combination of .;
the following:

CC/

An event or situation which arouses concern
in the community, e.g., the injury or death of
a prominent citizen or a group of young
people.

A news or feature story on such an event or.
situation.

The action, push, or "clout" of a prominent,
influential, or sympathy-evoking person or
group, e.g., a powerful local citizen; the-Cham-
ber of Commerce; a political group; a service -

club, etc.

The publicized opinion of a spokesperson for
an official agency, institution, or similar office
stating that it is a priority problem (e.g., NIAAA,
State Alcoholism Authority, Council of Gov n-
ment, mayor, governor, etc.).

A planner'S own familiarity, with community.
situations or needs.

Why is the term possible problem area
used instead of pr lem?

Identification of a possible problem area differs from the
definition of a problem in .a number of respects. For

1
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example, possible Plkiblen? areaslaretrsually.brpad, gen- \
4-.--.. oral are of concern that aciselaorri based on critically

1,.. Oarnin
r
evidence, butareOftehthased on emotional

reactipn anger, fear, grid) to evpts;reportici,inwlhe
,media or ailed to attention through events that capture
the sy athy of the community.; In soptrast, ritiobIem

/
r

definitions or problem statements are rather narrow and'
sha .They focus on a specific trouble or difficluIty

_ra er'than on emplional, stereotypic labels.
..

flow does a planner make a prelimiparl
judgment aboUt the reality of Possible
problem areas?

A prog- ram planner must make a preliminary judgment
about which of the possible problem areas are real for.
Iti r community. He/she should automatically
assume that what is or was a problem at some time or
in another community is, now a problem for his/her
community. Without much commitment of time,
effortox_money the Comrrwnity planner can find out
how important a possible problem area is for his/Fier
community by the following means:

' Asking those AO-identified the,problem as
such for Evidence of its existence.

Asking members of other'relevant agencies,
-organizations, groups for their views.

Finding out 4he status of the possible problem
area in other, similar communities.

Considering'whether the authority and/or
power of the person or group that identified
the "problem" is such that it simply cannot
be easily dismissed ignored.

Checking the literature lated to the identified
problem area.

The kinds of evidence the planner should look for in-
clude facts and figures which show that trouble of some
sort does or does not exist. The planner can get pre-
liminary evidence about the suspected problem through:

Official records and reports (e.g., police depart-
ment, hospital, public health reports, school
records).

The media (newspapers, television, national
magazines).

People who interact regularly with the entified
problem group or activity (e.g., school, person-

a
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net, health 'workers, recreation workers, bar-
tenders, oildrivers). , -

4:1

? sic
) . e' Colleagues (WonA

4.

lls, letter.splf inquiry, re-
po'rts,professiortal journals). N

----- ', ' 4
ttow does a planner know when he/she has.
stno'ugh reality evidence to Make i de'cisio?

oh,

The planper can make a preliminary decision about the
existence of a prob.!ff m hen he/she andthe concerned
community memb rs re convinced s (or prob-

, ably soon will be) ca sing undesirabl es in the
community. The preliminary evidence wi est that .

for the persons in this community it is or is not a mc4
serious concern than ill other comparablecommunities,
or than it was previously jn this community.

When the planner and the concerned community mem-
bers can begin to view the problem area froth one or

° more narrower perspectiAs (e.g., not all "young people,"
but "yclung people in a particular gro p whoslo some
particular thingl it usually indi to that they have
tntified a problem area that Intl es a set of specific
problems.

How does a problem statement differ. from
a possi le problem area?

From a reakdown and analysis of the possibletproblem
area the planner can derive a sharp and precise state-
ment of a specific problem. Depending on the topic,
the problem statement specifies as many of the follow-
ing as are applicable:

Who is involved or affected.

What is involved or affected or what happens. 1

How the trouble or diffIculty happens or mani-
fests itself.

When or how often the 'difficulty occurs.

Where or under what conditions the trouble
occurs.

What is'a common error that is made in
stating a 'Problem?

Possible problem areas are usually presented and dis
cussed On the premise that "something ought to be done."
It is easy,,therefore, to-slip into the error of stating the
problem in terms of the solution. For e a e, "I have

o the problem,to go to the dentist," is really a solulio

21
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k have a toothache." In the sane way/Rid-twin r
,alathol-relatbd autrhobile crashes in thipmmuni y"
is a solution, not a problem. 7 , .
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.. and left $ 000 to the Beistriet Y Board of DireCtors, --)-
'.':"

;

. .

'fames Jo es,'a prcrinent APIE* qitrien, died recently

%yid, the Stip ati ri that. the fund e used ''to4help
4Iye alcohol-re d problems am rag the elderly. ".

,..

-t .4.,
A few-day this bequest was reported, the local))
newSpaperAblishecl a feature story about the I eli-

. ness and isolation ofelderly citizens in the community,,
including a man who is an alcoholic as one e#ample.

.."" The same day, a spec'iol report on the public health ,.

V

Individu*Task (15 minuies)

SESSION THREE
WORKSHEET 1

. a I...A.

.

sfatus County motioned drug.rriteraCtiortkob-
.1ems as a grOwing:health hazahl,,particularly tmong the ,

;elderly, who ,take more prescription drugs than the .

younger population and maYtehd to becorhe confased,-about dosages. ,

* r

At the urging'of the mayor, the Board has asked your
group, alliagning Task ForCe,for aistrict4Y, to convene ,!'
immediately to select and recommend specific, problems
for which the bequest can he'used.

, 1. What issues should the Task Force consider in this initial meeting?

.

a. a

O

2. What kinds of actioir would be necessary to resolve the issues?

4

*APIE County is the simulated community you will be working with in this and later sessions.

e

23(
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3. Where could you go to get some needed information about the elderly in APIE County?

. Assuming that your Task Force identifies alcohol abuse among the elderly as a problem in thetounty, write as

concisely as you can in the space below, a specific problem statement in the possible problem area selected; i.e.,
"aleOhol abuse among elderly people." If you v.416, turn to the reference information on pajes 18 to 22 in this
workbook to review the characteristics of a problem statement.

'10

Small. Group Task (15 'minutes)

1. Each member in turn reathis or her problem statement.

2. The grou should evaluate each?ao.rding to whether or.. not it identifies a sPecific, solvable problem.

1

3. As a group; select a statement (rewording or combining parts of the.others if:f necessary) to present to the full
group. (Be prepared to specify the criteria you used in selecting it.)

4. Write your selection on a flipchart and designate a group member to present it.

24
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Review of Back Home Problem Statement

s

Now that you have discussed the distinction between ;--.°
possible problem area and a problem statement; turn to
your back home problem as you expressed it in Session
One (Worksheet 1, page 11) and see whether it was ex-
pressed as a clear problem statement.

Is it too vague or broad to be addressed by an
agency and/or community program? Does it

_need to be broken down:further to identify a
specific problem or problems within an area Of
concern?

If necessary, restate the problem in the space below:

SESSION THREE
WORKSHEET 2

.4V

" Is it the statement of a solution rather than a
problem?

Is it expressed in terms of who is involved,
what happens, how the difficulty manifests it-
selCwhen or how.ofteh it occurs, and where
or under Mat conditions It happens?

1

r.

v h
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Assessment.
Collecting Dat
about the Problem

-tession IV

SynopsiA Session Four helps the participants under- _

stand and carry out the second major step in assessment,
collecting data about a specific problem. Parficipints
will focus on the.kinds of information needed to deter--
mine the extent of the probiem(s) And on ways-to iden-
tify sources from which the information can be
extracted.

Objectives: °PartiCipants

describe the kinds of data required to adequately
address a specific problem;

identify kinds of sources from which thy infor-
mation can be extracted; and

spell out ways the neededinformation can best
be collected.

.
'Reference information: Collection of Needs

Assessment Data 28

Worksheet 1: Data Collection Planning
Exercise

Wtksheet 2: Planning Dila Collection for
Back Home Problem

30.

32

27
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ection of Needs Assessment"Data

After clear-cut problems have been stated on the basis
of a preliminary investigation and judgment about some
possible problem area, a community developer or planner
does a more detailed investigation of the key element(a)
in each of the problem statements. That is, data are col-
lected to determine the extent to which a given problem
(or some aspect of it) exists in the community. This is
Phase II of the needs assessment process. The data are
collected so that later a decision can be made about
whether or not to respond to the identified problem(s)
or need(s).

What is meant by data?

Data are pieces of information assem d for examina-
tion. Needs assessment data may in de not only
"facts and figures" but informatio about attitudes,
opinions, beliefs, activities, and e nts as well.

Given a problem statement, how does a planner
determine what data are requited for a
needs:assessment?

The planner first looks for the who, what,. how, when,
and where content'in the problem statement to see what
kinds of information figure in it.

He or she decides whether these kinds bf information con-
sist of, or takeke their meanings from, other lands of infor-
mation. For example, take the problem statement,
"Many professional persons are not aware of the extent
to which alcohol-related problems afftct the people for ,

whom they provide services." It may be necessary to
define what is meant by "many," "professional peos'ons,"
"aware," "extent," "alcohol-related problems," "affect"
and "services." The planner must realistically determine
what pieces of relevant, required information he/she can
collect, given existing time, staff, money, and access to
the data.

For whom is the needs assessment data
to be collected' Who will use the data?

ty Most im ediately, the data will probably be used by the
planner or community planning group. Eventually, how-
ever, the data may also be used by others, e.g., agency
supervisors, 'funding bodies, and other persons or groups
relevant-to the problem(s) under assessment.

The identification of all probable data users should be
considered before beginning to collect data because all

may not be satisfied with the same data or with the
same I vel of detail. For some, it may be sufficient
frier to gather data on whether a condition or event
exists r has occurred. For others, it may be neces-
sary to provide data on how often, under what circum-
stances, with what results, at what Costs, etc.

probable users may require different levels
of precision. For examples it may be enough for a
teacher to determine by touch that .a child has a fever;
the school nurse seeks, more precise data by using a
thermometer.

Likewise, reporting forms vary with the kinds of data re-
ported. °A school principal might want a record of how
many students were absent from school each day. A
public health official might want to k-now how many

s. were absent due to illness, the diagnoses and duration of
illness in each case, etc., so would need a morcomplex
recording format.

For what purposes'do the probable users
need the data? How will the data be used?

to provide information or knowledge;

to make judgment possible; and

to alloW for soundslecision maki

The end paint-Of the data-gathering ac rty: in eeds .

assessment decision Making. Decis s arg.tria as a

result of judnenti; judgments Ie b i 9 awn.:
available. On the basis of the data goi iti;the, ne;ds
assessment process, a decision is madeiGdut WhetherlOr
not the problem is one that the planner will work to .

resolve.

Where does a plariner get tVequired data?

Therq are two sources the planner can look to. One is7
"the horse's mouth," that is, the people, places, events,
situations on which data are being collected. This is
called primary data.

6
What are the advantages of primary data?

Primary data can be precisely tailored to answere.

specific questions about the problem at hand.

The planner has control over the scope and
quality.

They may add to the,existing bank of informa-
tion on the problem.



They may rovide "serendipity data," informa-
tion beyond hat was ;Ought

What are the disadvantages of primary data?

They may be costly in time, petsonnel, and
other resources to compile.

They may turn out to be of uncertain or limited
usefulness, which may not be discovered *until the
data have been collected and analyzed.

Where elikcan the planner
Idok for required data?

The planner can also look to sources other than those
actually being investigated. These are called secondary
data.

What are the advantages of secondary data?

They are usually cheapet,"easier, and faster to
collect.

They can serve' as a check on the validity of
whatever primary data the plan,ner may have
collected on a problem.

They may provide the only means for getting
information on a particular problem.

Scetitlitnes are mitch more con(p)ete than
.'::''planner could have gathered, given the con-
; siraintsWithin which he/she must operate.

They may provide the planner with additional
Or:different slants on a problem.

Whitare the disadyantages of secondary data?

/.

They may nt4t be as complete or precise as.the
planner needs.

Depending on how, when, and from whom they
were collected, the data may be faUlty, inaccu-
rate, biased, or out of date.

They may be slightly off target, since they may
have been collected for another purpose.

How can primary data be collected?

Information about the target group,situationAr event
can be gathered through:,

` Interviews with the target group, -

ilr
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Questionnaires completed by target group
members

Observation of the target group

Surveys conducted among the target group

ow can secondary data be gathered?

S condary data can be gathered by collecting relevant
in ormation about the target group or situation from
o er people or sources. Additional sources of secondary
da are reports, studies, presentations, artictyetc.,
wh ch other persons, agencies, organizations, or institu-
tio s may be able to contribute as a result of having
ga ered their own primary data on the target group,
situ tion, or event.

Wh t are some of the pitfalls in collecting data?

Collecting more data than are needed; whether
too much of the same kind or too many kinds
for the purposes,of the needs assessment.

Failing to collect data in an orderly, consistent,-
usable, and predetermined way.

Failing to make surekhat dim are collected ina
usable form, and are properly labeled as to
source and content

ailing to check out the design of the data
ollection instrument(s) (e.g., questionnaire,
rvey form, etc.) to make sure it is appropriate

ii regard to

information sought,

information providers,

tyle and format,

ocabulary used,

rections,

cntext or setting for use, and

time and effort involved in supplying data.

Failin
ic,

revise instruments and/or proceduresto
as necessary after a preliminary draft or trial
run.

Failing to offer clear and believable reasons for
collecti g the data.

,
Failing t state appreciation to providers of data.

-
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Data Collection Planning Exercise

Write in tht space belo the problem statement that " wrote in Session Three as a result of considering the
your small group, a pl ing task force in APIE County, _possible problem area of alcohol and the elderly.

.Your group task`is as folio

Select a recordergei rter to list your responses
and report them to k e entire group at the end
of the exercise. \

30

Brainstorm a list of e kinds of information
- your group will neecI in order to gain better in -.

sight into the stated .roblem.

From the brainstormi g list, select five kinds of
information ybur gro considers to be most im-
portant for assessing e stated pr_cablem. List
these on flipchart shee , not more than two to
a page to allow space f.r the additibnal informa-
tion requested below.

Under each of the five kinds of data write:,

a short rationale of why it is importint;

the probable users, their_Ourposes, the level
of detail they may require;

the co nity sources from which etch4.
kind of data might be collected. (See page.31
for partial list of APIE community agencies
as as ing point.)

a procedure and/or instrument to be used
for extracting each kind of data.

1 t
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CL Partial List of Community $ervice Agencies
APIE County

4

NOTE:. Draw on your own experience and imaginatiorr-
in naming other resources if they are relevant to
your problem.

Al-Anon, Alateiii, Alcoholics Anonymous
Alcohol Safety Prject (DWI School)
APIE County Medical Society
City and County Court Systems
City and County e'alth Departments
City and County ocial Services (Welfare) Departments
Community Action Agency
Community Counseling Center
Community Center for Drug Abuse Control
Council of Churches 0

County Nursing Home
City and County. Police Departments
Family Counseling Center
Florence Crittendon Home for Unwed Mothers
Fire and Rescue Squad Departments
FISH (Friendly, Instantaneous, Sympaltietic Help)

Volunteer Agency ./"`
Ford's Nurfing Home
Foster Parent Project

dustries j,
Grey Pan ers of APIE County
Head Start
APIE County Hospital
Housing Authority
Legal Aid Society
Mental Health Association of APIE County
Mental Health Clinic
Mentally Retarded. Adults Toning Center
Mercy Mission, Inc.
Open Door Communi ouse
Riverview Nursing Home
Roadmore Nursing Home'Salvation Army.
Senior Citizens Community Center
Social Security Administration
United Fund
University of APIE
Urban League
Training and Employment Services
Veterans Adminbration
Vocational Rehabilitation Division
Welfare and Child Support Recovery Unit
Wilderness Nursing Home
Women's Center (Volunteer Organization)
YMCA, YWCA
Youth Opportunity Commission

33
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Planning Data Collection for Back-Home Problem

SESSION FOUR
WORKSHEET 2

Taking your Pack home problem statement, note for yOurself whether any of the terms'you used require further
definition. (See page 28 of-reference material)

as*
Next, on the following two pages, list all the kinds of data you believe will be necessary in carrying out a needs assess-

ment related to your problem statement.

List the probable users of the data you plan to collect.

For each kind of information, list all the sources in your community that you think could provide the data you require.

Keeping in mind the probable users, their purposes, and the level of detail required, note the procedures and /or typestf
Instruments you might use to collect each kind of data. '-

Be prepared to share ideas in a discussion with your'small group.

f a

1. '

4

th.
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Data Colkction Planning Format

S

Kinds of data required Probable users! Possible sources
Procedures andlor

Instruments

35
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. SessiOn V

Assessment.
Anglyiing the Data
for.
Decisions

Sknopsii: This session completes work on the assess-
ment component of thiplanning process and marks the
transition to the second component, program-design.
ParticipantS'learn how to analyze data from a simulated
community so that problems can be Tanked and dealt
with through decisive and coordinited action. Partici-
pants continue to'work on their back home problems.

. , .

Objectives: Participants will:

list three necessary steps in analyzing the col-
lected data, d

identify at I It three bases for setting priorities
and making ions about problems.

Reference Information: Analyzing Data
for Decisidns

Worksheet 1: Exercise in Collectirig and
Analyzing Data Um a Simulated
CoMmunity 42

Reference Information: Guides for Setting
Priorities and Making Decisions 50

Worksheet 2: Dita Analysis and Decision-
. making Exercise 53

Worksheet 3: Looking Ahead to Analyzing

38

Data Back Home 6 54

,

37
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Analyzing Data for Detisions
. r,

Collected data are merely a jumble of information until
they have been organized and analyzed for possible
meanings. Form 4ny community program planners,
analysis of the,data is the most challenging and exciting
of the assessment activities. Data analysis often calls

into play all of.the logic and ingeTtegtx that the planner
can draw on: It requires discipline, because the plianner
must never lose sight of the fact that he/she is seirhing
for evidence to support or refute the need to solve
stated' problems.

At the same time,analysis requires more fan a Tittle
flexibility and imagination. "Some years ago, a maga-
zine ran a series of "What-Is -It ?" puzzles The pictures
were all of comm.= objects; the puzzle lay in the way
they were photographedfrom extremely close up,
from unusual angles r in unusual combinations. Col.
lected data can pre t the same kind of puzzle. By
the time information has been collected, the planner
is likely to be quite familiar with the data but may not
yet know much about what they can reveal about the
problem.

Organizing and.reorganizing the collected data to look
at it in searcl of different relationships, contrasts,
trends,.etc.,eis the initial step. Then the data usually
begin to show where, with whom,.when, or with what
the fO4us of the stated problem lies.

.

What does the term data analysis,mean?

DaCt analysis, essentially means examining individual
pieces of information and identifying relationships
among them so that' inferences or conclusions can be
drawn.

Who analyzes data?.

The planner will prbbably analyze the collected data
alone or with the help of others involved in the planning
process. He/she may have help from someone who spe-
cializes in evaluation activities. It is desirable, however,
for those who analyze the data to be thoroughly familiar
with the purposes ,pf the data collection and also with the
conditions under which the data were collected, in order
to avoid false conclusions, For example; in one small
city DWI arrests droppedafrorn an average of 31 per month
to fewer thin 10 per month during a certain period. This
information led the local alcohol council director to as-
sume that the council's new campaign on drunk driving
had been immediately and fantastically successful. The

1

reality was that there were fewer arrests because, shortly
after the campaign began, all but a skeleton crew of
police officers were diverted to special duty on a murder
investigation. There were simply fewer police officers
available' to arrest people for DWI. Fortunately, the .

PO. sheriff, who was on the council's board of directors
pointed out this posbible influence on-the data before
the council director came town incorrect conclusion
about the impactod the drunk driving campaign.

What is the basi&, point of view, or
fr4mework for data analysis?

The point of view taken in analyzing data dependof
course, on the purpose(s) for which the data were col-
lected as well as how the results of the analysis will bi
used,,and by whom. Nevertheless, the following types
of viewpOints are likelyto shape the framework in which
planners in an alcoholism service agency analyze data:.

The Community: What might the data show,
mean, or imply for this tommunity? How
might the information affect the community
and viciversa?

N

The Program; How Tight the datajelate to
this program? How might other-pr be
affected bi the information? What pr ram-
ming implication's do the data have?

The Planner or Planning Group: Do the data
have any special significance for planning activi- 2,_

ties as they have traditionally been conducted
or are currently understood and projected?

Alcohol-related CorFerns: Are there relations
or implications in the data that might be sig-
nificant for alcohol use and abuse, alcoholism,
and alcoholic persons? Might concern
arias influence or be some other ay involved
ot' reflected in the.data that was collected?

4E.g., if there is a conspiracy of silence about
alcoholism, data showing a negligible incidence
of the problem may not be accurate.)

The Agency: What implications do the data
have for this agency? For others? For this
agency in relation to other agencies or groups
in the community?

When data are to be analyzed, it is wise also to review
each portion of the information in term of the who,
what, where, how, and when of the problem statement,
as a guide in identifying the key frames of refererde for
the analysis. On occasion, the data may reveal some

38
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evidence that was unexpected but appears to be dam-
aging to the program or the agency. This can so jar
and distract the analyst that the problem statement and
the reasons for collecting the data are forgotten, at least
momentarily. Deliberately returning to the major topics
in the problem statement refocuses on the task at hand
and, sometimes, helps to put the damaging evidence
into,proper and productive perspective. . 26

'Similarly, the data analysis itself may suggest a frame of
reference somew t different from those above. ForIx(
instance, the co ected.information may indicate that in
a given'problerp area, there may be far more serious
or'urgent problems than the ones stated. If this hap-
pens, e planners should allow for consideration of the
newly covered protnem(s) and what might be done
about theiii at that point. Two ch possibilities are
revisirip or rewriting the problem s tement(s) and ex-
tending the data collection and al is to provide more
ieformatiori on the new em.

_

. . -

Careful problernstatement work should make such a
shift in framework a rather rare. occurrence: However,
if theileed.to restate does arise, it is silly to ignore it, ..
.since this needs assessment data analysis is an activity
Of the first planning comp: onentthe front end Work:
After all, the purpose of a needs assessment is to finds

' out whatis needed and/or how much it is needed.
However, if a shift seems necessary, under no circum-
stances should. ttr planner make the\hift without in-
cluding the relevInt community participants in the
decision of whether or not to change from the original
problem statement(s).

How are data analyzed? What are some of
the mechanical activities in data analysis?

Ordinarily, the mechanical activities Of data analysis
seem to be left to on-the-job or experiential learning.'
There are, however, some simple practices that can
enhance such learning. They are presented here to ,

guide the novice analyst and serve as simple checklists
or reminders for the more'eperienced.

First, the collected assessment data are organ-
iz`tythScii;at they are clear and easy to read and
study. For example:

... The same kinds of information are grouped
together.

Where it is useful, data are summarized,
collapsed (i-.e., combined), abstracted, etc.

SESSION FIVE
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Certain kinds of data speak loudest to the
analyst when portrayed in tables, graphs,
charts, maps, diagrams, outlineiall of
which have a wide variety of forms. .

whatever organizational method(s) are used,
greatcare must be taken to label accurately
and immediately each unit or portionof the
data; e,g., what it is, what time/place it came,
.from, who it represents, etc. The importance
,of,correct labeling cannot be stressed to
much. Given the reality of interruptions and
other distractions, it is very,.easy ..to forget
whether the content of a given table repre-
sents consecutive monAs or annual averages,
.males, females, or both; the north -or south
end of town, etc.

littihe analyst used coding of some sort', it is
essential to record the coding key(s) on the
data representation; e.g., blue=boys, black=

`girls; thick fihes=the incidence in the north,
thin lines=the incidence in the south; dotted
lines=weekly totals, brokenlines=monthly

Svc totals, etc.

Second, each tabula tion, representation, or
grouping of data is searched for trends, patterns,
peaks and valley4 similarities and differences.

Each group is examined to identify any pat-
terns in the individUal group of data.

Patterns or relationships between different
groups of data are sought and studied.

The patterns may convey their most impor-
tant meaning when different kinds of data
are examined together. For example, in
certain age or ethnic groups, neighttrhood,
occupational groups, or economic levels,
there may be more or less evidence of some
behavior, need, or difficultyAan in others;
or the occurrence of the behavIN needs, or
difficulty varies.among groups depending on
the time of year, the unemployment rate,
and/or the day of the week.

.

Data analysis as the term is used here includes
data interpretation. I t includes not only
what a column of figures or a report shows
or says, but also possible explanations of
what-it_may indicate or mean. Strictly
speaking, "More boys than girls took part"
is the stated result of analyzing some figures.
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"This seems to indicate.that boys were more
interested than girls.," is one interpretation
of those figures. Other interpretations
could be:

"There were more boys than girls avail-
able to participate." .

"More boys than girls knew they could
take part."
"Most girls had already taken part on
previous trials," and so on.

.Data analysis should not be done in a hurry.
cautious planner allows for occasional

breaki or time away from the data. In that
way, when he/she returns to a study of the
data, new relations and new interpretations
may come to mind. Further, it allows for
the verification or ccnrection of previously'
identified relations and interpretations.-

Third, the planner steps ba9k for an overall look
it how the results of data analysis relate to the
stated problem(s) for which the data were
gathered.

The.main question is whether the analyzed
data support, contradict, or seem unrelated
to the stated problem(s).

This overview involves integrating all the
conclusions and interpretations arrived at so
far, and prOvides the basis for the next assess-
ment activity: setting priorities among,
identified problems.

'When the outcomes of data analysis seem
contradictory or unrelated to the problem
statemats, the needs-asiessment activities
should not be seen as "wasted- effort" (unless
it happens repeatedly, in which case the pre-
Iiminary efaluationand/or problem state-
ment activities probably were not well done).
The purpose of a needs assessment process
is to find out in a systematic way what needs
to be done; not to just "do an'assessmerit"
and then push on toward "solving" a prob-
lem, regardless of what the investigation has
revealeclabout the stated problem and/or the
need to solve it in that community. For ex-
ample, the stated problem rriaY be, "Selling
wine and beer in grocery stores leads to
many serious car wrecks.," The assessment'
data may show that fife times as many

4

serious wrecks occur between 11 p.m. antP`
3 a.m. (when grocery stores are closed) as

occur between 8 a.m. and 9 p.m. (when gro-
cery stores are open).

When does dataanalySis begin:

Organization of the data can,begin as soon as

all the data of one kind have been collected and
identified as the same kind of data; e.g., when
all of the survey forms have been returned, each
indi 'dual response can be tabulated on prede-
signed or .

If the planner seeks help from an evaluation
design of the assessmentsinp:trisciamligenabtsoourtpt

procedures, it is also wise to
ask, at that time for the specialist's advice '-
about how to record the data from the in-
struments or procedures.

After drafting the tabulation form for re-.
cording data, the planner should try it oueby
recording the'data from the triarruns of the
instruments. Redesigning a form t V r easier
and more economical than compen ating for
a defective one.

).
. After each kind of data has been recorded, it

can be reorganized in as many ways as promise
to be helpful; e.g., data from all of the survey

A forms can be regrouped by sex, age, occupation,
etc., of the Informants; all the interview data may
be regrouped accotding to faVorable or unfavoi-
able responses, by geographic areas, etc.

Basic cautions in data analysis are against:

drawing pretnature conclusions or making
interpretations on the basis of incomplete or
incompletely analyzed data; and

discussing the data analysis findings 'while
'analysis instill in progress. Further-analysis
may changeor even reversepreliminary
trends, relationships, conclusions, and/or
interpretations. Lay people especially (i,e.,
community members) tend to not hear or
to disregatd the planner's qualifying words

,when he/she says, "IcettninarY analysis
shows..." or "Initial data seem to indi-
cate..." or "It begins to look as tholigh..."
Trying to explain the later reversal of a pre-
mature interpretation or report can be very
painful.
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How can the planner know whether the
needs assessment data analysis is

nearly 'correct as it possibly can be?

Only by taking every possible.precaution and
by exercising great diligence can a "correct" or
accurate needs assessment data analysis be
approacted. Resources for needs assessments
are usually limited; therefore absolute,perfec-
don is rarely attained in-"the real world" where

. most planners work. On the other band, the
time for the quick and ditty or eyeball analysis
of data (done for the possible problem area)
has passed.

A pinner can make certain that the'data analy-
<- sis.is as nearly correct as possible by:

exercisingtreat caution and attention to de-
tails in each of the assessment activities as
they are carried out;

checking and,rechecking on accuracy at
every step;.,

askinrquestions about any piece or type of
data which "doesn't make sense" or is par-
ticularly surprising; e.g., a survey record,
form labeled "Ninth Grade Boys'! which
shows an age range of 16-22 years;

being alert to accurate but inconsistent or
surprising dati; e.g., the mentioned sudden
drop in DWI arrests when fewirpolice offi-

. cers were on the street;

SESSION FIVE '
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asking evaluation specialists or other quali-
fied persons to review the planner's analysis,
and in partidilar his/her interp5etations
drawn from the assessment data;_.

comparing his/her findingkwith those from
other similar investigations;

_ .

discarding faulty data when they are-ideqti-
fied as such; e.g., correct directions were not
given or followed;

collecting additional, comparable informa-
tidn to replace the faulty data (if possible);

checking out assessment findings with those
who were -investigated and /or who know the
target group or subject weill; and

not extrapolating indiscriminately on the
basis of limited information.

Data analysis for any purpose, but especially when it is
done as part of a needs assessment, must rest on.the data
being analyzed and interpreted, rather than on prefer-
ences, interests, or biases of the planner or evaluator. A
decision to allocate limited resources on the basis of
slknted data analyses can only lead to future distrust in
the community in which the planner orplanning group
seeks support. The planning process allows for constant
revision as new information is revealed. No one realis
tically expects that every problem investigated will prove
to be what it appeared to be before it was investigated.

4,2
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Exerise in Collecting and Analyzing
Data from a Simulated Community

Directions:

1. Select a leader to guide your small group through
this exercise and make a brief presentation to the
largeLgroup on your experiences in doing the
exercise.

2. Review the Reference InformatiOn from Session
Four: Collection of Needs Assessment Data (page
28), and from Session Five: Analyzing Data for
Decisions (page 38). Throughout this exercise you,
may refer to these materials as you wish.

3. During this exercise, proceed as you might in a
work situation. It is a simulation of what exists
and occurs outside a training room.

4. Since the planning process is presented here in the
context of community program development, re-
member to use your tact and social skills as you
complete this exercise.

5. Trainers are available to help you during the exer-
cise. Ask for help if you need it.

6. Follow the directions carefully, and discuss the
questions-provided on the data recording form.

7. The exercise materials are of ranged as follows:
,.

Assumptions 42

Brief Overview of APIE County . 42

Selected APIE County Health
Department Record 44

Selected Fite and Rescue Squad
Records 47

Selected Data from Community
Resources 48

Asspmptions

Your small group represents a community task force to
work on alcohol-related problems in APIE County. As a
result of a preliminary investigation, ,you have concluded
that there is some evidence that alcohol abuse is a prob-

42

lem among elderly persons in the county, and this prob-
lern-s.taint has been formulated:

Problem Statement: Persons over the age of 62
in AP1/4E County are abusing alcohol to the ex-
tent that their health and safety are being
seriously affected.

Your task force is now conducting a needs assessment on
this population group,to make a recommendation to the
county alcoholism agency about whether or not a pro-
gram should be designed to solve or reduce the problem.

The accompanying materials have been collected from
agencies and other groups by members of your task
force. You may find that you want to gather other
kinds of data to decide what your recommendation
about a program will eventually be. If so, draw on
what' you know of APIE Countlt.and your home com-
munities and then assume that the data you fabricate
was actually collected by the tas rce.

.)

Brief Overview of AbE County,

(Summary of Information Obtained from the County
Records and Other Sources)

APIE County is not a wealthy count but sources of
employment are quite steady and the co of living is
relatively low. The unemployment rate peaked at 5%
a year ago, and has declined steadily to 4 1/2% now.
Most workers are employed in a small plant manufactur-
ing plastic desks and office supplies. The next largest
sources of employment are in the service and small
business areas, because the University of APIE is lo-
cated in the countyleat.

1 The University of APIE was a private university up until
10 years ago. As a private institution the University of
APIE had an enrollment of 1,500 with a faculty and
staff of 80. Now that it is a State University, the enroll-
ment is 6;000 and with a faculty and staff of 200. As
the University began to grow so did construction and
other service-related jobs. Because of the University's
growth, it has become an integral, influential part of
APIE County. The University of APIE School of
Social Work has a national reputation. Dr. Everett
Young, head (3f the Social Work SchoOl, has spent a
great deal of his professional life working on problems
confronting elderly people.
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With the advent of Federal revenue sharing and similar
legislation, APPt County has doubled its economic re-
leurces and expanded city and county government
services for its citizens. The APIE County official sta-
tionery bears the slogan; "A Progressive County on the
Move," and in fact, this does represent the attitudes of
both the private and government sectors over the last
decade.

rir

o

c
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.

The last census showed a total population of 80;250,
all but 10,500 residents in the county seat, APIE City,
or its suburbs. Nearly 8,000 (10%) of the population
are over the age of 65, and approximately 35,000 (24%)
are under the age of 35. The over-65 population resides
mainly in APIE City, with fewer than 500 in the rural
areas of the county. Of the 8,000 over age 65, 4,500
are women; 3,500 are men.

4 ,1
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Selected APIE County Health Department Records

,Conimunity Health Nurse Home Visits to Persons Aged 65 and over in 1976.

Number
of Visits M

Sex

F
Primary Reason

for Visits

Evidence of
Alcohol Problem 5

M. F
35 15 20 Administer medication 5

28 10 18 Ptovide treatment , 4 3

22 6 16. Health education/advice 7 2

85 31 54 18 10

.

2.

What is the total number of visits to women age 65 and over?

What is the total number of men exhibiting alcohol problem

3. How many women with evidence of alcohol problems were visited mote than once?

4. How many women were visited for more than onp reason?

5. What evidence(s) of alcohol problems were found?

6. How well prepared are community health nurses to recognize evidence of alcohol problems?

7. Is the information given adequate for your assessment needs?

if you were collecting data from community health nurses on the prevalence of alcohol abase among, people 65
years and older, what pieces or kinds of information would you seek? Why?

0
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Emergency Room Treatment of'ersons Age 65 a Older in 1976

Types of Injuries Treated M
"A

.......
,---' Fractures 39 63

OjntusiOns 21 '46
Concussions 14 12
Busins 9 23
Cuts 16 25
Eye Injuries 5 2
Gun Shot Wounds 2 0
Stab Wounds 1 0

1
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Contributing Factors

Falls 50 32
Auto Crashes 4 21 11.

Weather Conditions 12 19
Physical Disabilities 29 22
Fires 3 6
Alcohol Consumption 31- 29
Other Drug Use 37 18

Totals . 183 137
Poisons , 5 GRAND TOTAL 320
Drug & AlcohohReactions 6 15
Other Drug Reactions , 10 16

-+ATotals 124 207

GRAND TOTAL 431 t ,,-

Questions

1. How do you account for the fact that the grand to Is differ?

2. What changes in form at orarrangement would make these data clearer to read?

3. Are emergency room records of contributing factors sually complete? Accur'ate?

4. What other inforrhation might you seek about emerg cy room patients for this needs assessment?

45
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Questions

Zor

Selected APIE County Law EnforCement Records

a

ttisposition of 1976 DWI Arrests of Persons 60 Years and Older

Arrests
M F

.4. J

Disposition of Case . ,

12 22 Released in Custody of Family or Friend

15 5 Placed'on Probation

41 10 Sentenced to DWI School

3 Referred for Alcoholism Treatment

12 0 Sente ced to Jail and Fined

1 1 Lice Revoked

86. 41

What do the data reveal about the incidence of drunk driving among the elderly in APIE County? What are some
implications of this?

2. What do they reveal about raw enforcement policies toward DWI and the people arrested for it?

3. How do these data compare with those in the County Health Department records?

4. What other information might you want to seek from law enforcement records or personnel? Why?

4"4
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Selected Fire and
Rescue Squad Records

Summary of APIE City Fire
Alarm Responses in 1976

,z1

Number of
Fires Extinguished 191

Fires Out on Arrival 212
False Alarm%* 178

TO I Number of Fire. Alarm Responses 581

Summary of APIE City Rescue
Sqksad Responses in 1976

Nuttier of Persons
Treated at Scene 216
Transported to. Hospital 102

Total Persons Attended 318

Types of Calls
Fires 316
C.Ir Wrecks 297
Drown i ngs 6
Heart Attacks, etc. 103
Other 25

Total Responses 557

Fire and Rescue Squad members estimate that persons
over 60 years of age are in some way involved in approxi-

iiSESSION FIVE
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mately 20% of their calls. That is, they are victims or
potential victims in fire scares and other ffisis situations.
They are, however, not often known to cau e serious
fires (e.g., ones in which property damage ..10cLi_$500
br people are injured ockilled). Furthermore, they re-
port that fewer than-tOla dozen older people were
visibly intoxicated when the squad responded to fire
alarms or rescue calls during 1976. The Fire and Rescue
Squad members regard smoking as far*more dangerous
than drinking, but admit that combining them is a
"really bad mix!"

Questions

1. How accurate and complete do you judge these
r data to be in regard to the problem under corisidera-

tion? Why?

2. What questions about the elderly citizens,are raised
by these data? How could you get those questions
answered?

3. How do these figures jibe with the tiara from the
County Health Department? What does that
imply?

4. What other data would you like to have about the
health and safety of this group of people? Where

-would you look for such data? How likely is it
that you could obtain it?

5. Examine the presentati rd'Oormat, and content of
the data. Would you make any changes? What
would you-change? Why? How?

46'
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Selected Data From
Community Reso rces

Summary of Interview th Dr. Everett
Young of APIE University's School
of Social Work

Dr. Young says that one of the most serious problems of
older persons in APIE County (and in other places) is
loneliness and isolation. He says that there is a good
program for them here, but it is not good enough.

Three years ago in January, two of Dr. Young's graduate
students mailed a one-page questionnaire to 300 APIE
County retired residents receiving Social Security. A
total of 275 completed and returned thequestionnaire,
revealing the following main patterns.

1. Of the 275 respondents (91 merK-184 women), 183
said that as retired persons they found ,time drag-
ging for them. Except for sports events, a majority
of the men said that television was boring. Of the
women, 140 said they used television to help pass
the time but would not stay home to watch a pro-
gram if they had something better to do.

2. Two-thirds of the women lived alone, whereas only
15 of the men did.

3. All but 25 of the respondents had relatives living
in the county, though they usually saw them, only
every two or three months. Holidays and birth-
days, however, were almost always spent with rela-1
tives. All but 26 of the solitary women had enter-
tained relatives at least one meal in the previous six
months; only 4 of the men living alone had done so.

Two-thirds of the men and three-quarters of the
women reported that they drove their' own cars.
The remainder depended on others or public
transportation.

5. In response to the question, "How has retirement
changed your habits?" 42 men and 63 women
noted (among othekthings) that they were drink-
ing alcohol on a daily basis now.

withpeople and do something worthwhiy; as they
used to do when they worked or wer--M-Osing
families.

Questions

1. On the-basis of the graduate students' data, do you
agree with Dr. Young's aAsessment of the problem
or not? For-what specie reasons?

)/. Consider how you would arrange these data for
easier study and comparison. Use a sheet of flip-
chart paper to illustrate what you have in mind.

3. Many people are critical of self-reported data be-
cause there is no way to check the accuracy of an
anonymous form. Are you suspicious of these
data? Why or why not?

4 In light.of the problem being investigated, what
other inquiries would you make? Of whom?

StImmary of Report on the University
Of APIE's hool of Pharmacy
Drug Kn ledge Project

As a ter project, five upper level pharmacy students
surveyed drug knowledge among customers purchasing
medicines in five APIE City drug stores. The following
pieces of data are extracted from their report on 50
interviews.

1. Have you (or has the patient) used this medicine
before?

3a.

6. Of the men, 28 said they attended church services 3b.
at least twice a month, and 109of the women re-
ported the same. Patticipation in church societies,
however, was much More 7 men and 37
women were active in church groups..

7. All b116 men and 20 women indicated that they
wishe they had more of an opportunity to mingle

48

Yes 38 No 10 Uncertain

How did you happen tofirst buy this p oduct?

12 Doctor's prescription
8 Pharmacist recommendation

17 Family friend recommendation
7- Advertisement
6 Picked it off the shelf

Are you aware of any cautions on using this medicine?

Yes 4 No 46

If yes, how did you learn of them?

1 Doctor's directions
1 Pharmacist's warning
1 Package or label statement
0 From a friend or relative
0 From`the media
1 Previous unpleasant experience

40



4. Do you usually ask the pharmacist whether or not
there are cautions about using a new medicine?

.,. ;;Yes 3 No 44 Occasionally 3
. .

5. Ve you ever been cautioned about drinking alto-
'hal while you are using a particular dhigi

Yes 5 No 45

Questions

1. What additional information do you need before
you can judge the relevance of these findings for
your needs" assessment? Why? Where would you
go for it?

2. What difficulties can you identify in this method
of data collection? Why? How might each be
.overcome?

3. What educational iinplicationS is a survey like
A. this likely to produce? Who educated?

AboUt what?,

The Senior Citizen Volgnteer Program
(SCVP) Membership Group Meeting

The Senior Citizen Volunteer Program (SCVP) involves
approximately 300 persons 60 years of age and over in
a variety of voltinteer activities in 'APIE County. They
provide services for hospitals, nursing homes, house-
bound senior citizens (e.g., visits, daily telephone checks,
meals-on-wheel, sort and deliver mail or flowers, etc.
to patients). They also staff the reception desks for
large community meetings and conferences held in
APIE County. They make presentations on their

:SESSION FIVE
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careers, traveli, and hobbies and take.part in 'other
,activities with the schools and community groups.

In general, their Purpose is to bring satisfaction to
senior citizens by promoting their involvement in and
contribution to community members and events.

1. Given the information in the data above and your
analy ,it, what infOrmation would you. seek if
this membe of 300 persons invited your task
forceio an exploritory meeting on the problem

. under consideration? How would you collect it?
How could it be organized for use by the task
force?
.

2. How would you organize the data if the SCVP
:group asked you to present an interim report to
them? What considerations would affect your
choices? How would you interpret that one set
of data in your presentation? Why?

Directions for Optional Additional Data

If your group Wishes, spend pot more than 10 minutes(
brainstorming other kinds of data you might seek to
collect, what the sources you might use, and how you
would go about collecting the data. Keep in mind the
purpose of theneeds assessment and the reqUirements
of the person(s) who will use the results of the
assessment.

40.

Directions for Data Organization Exploration

As a group, review the materials supplied above, and
whatever you may have fabricated. Spend.at least five
minutes considering how such data might be organized
and reorganizedto assist and sharpen the analysis of the
data. .
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:Guides for Setting Priorities
and Making Decisions

Priority setting and decision makinare complex pro-
cesses in which the rules that operate are often unclear.
The purpose of these guides, therefore, is to alert the
planner to the kinds7of topics and questions that can
help to replace subjectivity and intuition with a meas-
ure of objectivity and evidence for setting priorities and
making decisions about identified problems.

Rather than simply saying,'sends," when the
priorities or decisions of one's agency are questioned,
the planner should be able to cite what it is that the
priorities or decisions depend on. To be sure, some
influences are stronger than others, and the strengths
of the influences vary from time to time and from
place to place. This will be dealt withrther in
Session Seven. For the moment, the forwing qu s-
tions are designed to sharpen the way planners ap-
proach decisions that are'to be made on the basis..of
the needs assessment data. -

What are some bask questions that community planners
should ask when confronted with evidence of more than
one community prpblem which is worthy of attention?

For each problem 4he following sorts of questions`should
be raised.

Does it appear that it is possible to solve this
problem?

Can the problem be reduced if not solved?
To What degree?. .

' Can parts of it be solved? Which ones?

What segments of society are directly affected,
by this problem? (e.g., women, parents, young
children, nurses, low income people, auto
drivers, German-Americans, singles)

How many people are directly affected by this
problem? (e.g., 40% of all women, all auto
drivers)

In what ways and to what extent are those
people affected by the problem? (e.g., time/
money costs; injury/illness/death/discomfort/
seriousness or continued impact)

.r.
Is this problem one that falls wthin the scope of
this agency's goals and activities?

--- If soi which one(s)?
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If not, is there some other agency within
whose goals it might fall?

If another agency's goals encompass this prob-
lem; how could this agency be involved in the (--
solution of the problem? (e.g., sharing special
knowledge or resource pers6nnel)

Is this problem one for which there is now-
strong evidence of general community concern?

What likelihood is there that community
support could be generated?

How could it be generated or increased?

Is this a current, but probably temporary,
problem?

If so, what is its likely duration?

What is the probable scope of its impact?

On what bases can priorities among
"worthy problems" be set?

When several problems have been invesqlgated and found
to be worthy of attention, attention' usually focuses-on
the following considerations:

the likelihood of solving or reducing each
problem; r

the urgency/seriousness/importancerof each
problem's impact on the community and seg-
ments of the community;

the estimated extent of current or predictable
community support for working toward the
solution to each-problem;

the prioritypriority ranking that the agency or planning
up has already established for certain target

groups, regions, program emphasis, etc.;

the feasibility of being able to locate and obtain
the resources required to work toward the solu-
tion of each prOblem; and

as an ever present political reality in community
program development planning (and in other
situations also), the possible involvement, in-
terest, or support of some community member
or group which cannot be ignored (i.e., influence,
power, or clout).



What usually* determines the
relative weights of those bases
An priority setting?

Relative weights of the factors involved in decisionmak-
ing vary from problem to problem(fime to time, com-
munity tokommunity, agencyrto agency, and people to --
peopleand/or any combination(s) of these. The impor-
tant actions for planners to take in dealing with relative
weights in prioritysetting are:

identify as clearly as possible each of the prob-
able sources of influence;

determine as precisely as is reasonable the cur-
rent relationships among the influences(e.g.,
last year's priority for an organization may not
be this yeai's; some feuds smolder for years
whereas new and unexpected alliances are
sometimessformed); and

work closely and tactfully with community
members to ran_k_the problems when more
than one appears to fall in the high priority
category.

Although a planner or agency may bear the ultimate
legal responsibility for action, care should be taken to
make certain that there is community support for the
action. This not only strengthens the chances of suc-
cess in working on a gijen problem, but it also bolsters
the position of the planner or agency if difficulties or
opposition shouRi arise.

Whit is one particularly effective
way that planners can show what
different problems cost a
community and the savings that
could result from solving them?
t-

Planners' can prepare comparative projections
on the relative costs of each of the problems
and their solutions. Comparative-Projections
can be made.in terms of economic, human,
and political costs of the problems and
solutions.

Economic costs are by far the easiest to
figureTalthough doing so does involve con-
siderablework.

t,
- Human costs are much more difficult to

measure precisely, but they may offer
especially persuasive arguments.

a
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Showing a commu nity some estimates of what
a Problem costsin any termsand what its
solution might save, often serves to motivate_
and elicit support from segments of the com-
munity that are not otherwise likely to con-
cern themselves with community alcohol
problems.

Who should be involved in priority
settg for a community? How?

The two main groups involped in setting priori-
ties are the alcohol agency or organization and
community representatives:

the community planner and whatevmother
persons from his/her agency may have
authority, responsibility, or particular ex-
perience in community work of this sort.

the key community representatives or
spokespersons who have been involved, from
possible problem area identification through
the other needs assessment activities.

Involvement should occur within clearly defined
parameters; i.e., if an agency or a board is
legally responsible for' 'makingifinal decisions,
community members should have been made
aware of this from the start, in a tactful way,
and their advisory role clarified.

Before priorities are set among these problems,
if any of the defined problems are likely to re-
quire the cooperation of other agencies, organi-
zations, or groups, the planner should find out
how his/her problems rank arriong the priorities
of those other agencies, etc.

Is a list of priorities static or dynamic?

As with virtu4tly everything else in a planning process,
a prierity list should not be regarded as static or final.
Priorities can be changedbut not on a mere whim
when the situation changes and/or new information
indicates the need for a change. For instance, the day
after the planner and his/her group decide on the
problem to which thAr efforts wijI be applied, the
newspaper announces that a professor at the local,
university has received, a handsome grant to work on
the same problem in much the same way.

Admittedly this should not have come as a
'surprise if the planner were truly in touch
with the community, but once in a while

5 4?
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4
there is a surprise which must be taken into
consideration.

In this case, the planner and his community
group might elect to work on their second-
ranked problem.

this clecisi n that each of the assessment activities was
care t; Making this decision completes the" needs
assessment activities, and the planning process moves
into the program design phase.

Once priorities among the problems
are set, wh> happens next?

A derdsion is made about which problem will be worked
orr first, second, etc. It was for the purpose of,making

4
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Although an agency might, in fact elect to
wonk on several problems simultaneously, for
the purposes of illustration and simplicity, this
training program proceeds on the assumption
that the individual planner is approaching the
solution of a single problem.

d 9.
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Data AnalyOrind
Decision Ma Icing Exercise

Directions

r

Drawing on the needs assessment data from the simulated
community exercise recently completed, determine as a
task force whatiaction you will recommend on the prob-
lemlem as.stated: alt

Persons over the age of 62 in APIt Countkare
abusing alcohol to the extent that their hRIth
and safety are being seriously affected.

'Three options are open to you:

. recommend that.a plan be developed to attack

recommend that the problem be rejec d; or

e problem as stated;

13,
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recommend that the problem be restated and
a 'plan be developed to attack the problem as
restated.

Whichever option is selected, the group should be pre-
pared to present needs assessment evidence invupport of
the recommendation. The data were collected so that
this decision could be made about. the stated.problem.

In a real community setting, it is quite possible that the
task force might have conducted needs assessments oh
several stated problems. In that case, a decision from .

among the three options would have to be made for -*

each problem. Then, prioritiesmould be set among all
the, problems that were accepted for work. )

From what you know of APIE County4fnd other places
like it; consider briefly whether there might he other .

alcohol-related problems that should be ranked as
higher priority(s) than this one. Support your views
witlitlata provided or fabricated in the last exercise.
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Looking Ahead to Analyzing Data
Back Home

Directions:

1.-,_ Review plans you made for collecting data on
your back home problem statement in Session
Frith. (page 34).

. 2. "staking at least tWo different kinds of data 1st
there,(begin'to rough out some.poisible formats
for recordingthe needs assessment data you ex-
pect to get.

Be conscious that the followingare among the
sorts of considerations you will want to include
Isi your deliberation:

clear and informative titles;. .

koncise but-maningful headings for columns,
sections, al:portions of the information;

--.1) major labels- (e.g., students, residents) artimillor
labels (e4., male andletrlale grades six, seven, -'
and eight; homeowners and renters);. and

space arrangement and markings for clarity, and
ease of reading, inClUding

Shape of paper to be used

Size of paper

.;- Width of Columns

Space between lumns

yse of lines and underlining

0 Use of all capital lette.rs.;cadhals and small
e, letters

Spacing on the page (e.g., center headings,
margin headings, indented headings)

Use of bullets and hyphens, (e.g.,. and -)

Use of alphabetic and numerical outlining

Use of footnotes

Graphic presentation of data

7- Arrangement in graphs, charts,tables, maps
(e.g., bar, line, pie graphs, etc.) !

Thick and thin lines, broken and solid lines,
etc.

-z- Different corors C.

Symbols and designs (e.g., arrows, dots,
boxes, circles, stick figures)

Plan formats that will be clear. However, bear in
mind that it may be necessary to record data in
relatively simple ways first (e.g., each school or
grade separately) before combining several sets
into a broad represeniation (e.g., all third grade
girls in the city). .

In recording data, be aware that the more com-
plicated the format, the greater the chance for

-error (e.g., filling in the wrong column or
o. square)

S. When you have roughed out some sampk, share
them with Your dyad partner or Others in the small

d. group.

w. From your titles, labels, and arrangements:can
they, tell you the kind(s) of information they
would expect to find on the page? .

Plan ahead as carefully as y'ou can, but never be
reluctant to redesign a format if people are getting
the wrong message from it.



Session VI-

Program
Design:
Setting -Goals

3

Synopsis: This_session introduces the program design
component of the planning process. Participants learn
how/if° formulate goal statements that are responsive to
the need(s) of the target group, identified during the
assessment phase and selected for action: The session
emphasizes that goals are outcome or result statements
an4 not activity statements., It lays the groundwork for
the specification of concrete program objectives.

Objectives: Participants will:

given problem statements based on the
fated community, write goal statements ac-

,

cording to training program criteria, and
-40"

write a goal statement responsive to their back,
home problem statements as formulated in the
assessment sessions.

Reference Information:, Program Design ........ 56

Reference Information: 'Writing a Goal
Statement 56

Worksheet 1: Goal-Writing Exercise 58

..
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Program Design

After the Assessment Component of the planning pro-
Cess, in which a problem is systematically identified and
selected for action by a prisgram planner and the in-
volved community group(s), work on the second com-
ponent is outlined as follows:

PROGRAM DESIGN

State goals

Specify objectives

Choose strategies
Identify major activities

Determine and locate necessary
resources
Develop time-phased action'Plan
Outline evaluation design

The component called "program design" in this course
is often called "planning" in other courses and writings
on the subject. The term "proigram design" is used here
to avoid confusion between the overall planning pro-
cedure that is the subject of this course and the specific
program planning or design component that is one part
of the planning process.

Writing a Goal Staterhent

What is a goal statement?

The problem statement is deliberately phrased not to
include a solution, but it does-imply a solution. The
goal statement should state the outcome that would
provide that solution. In other words, a goal is What
the program planner and the community group want
to see in place or accomplished when avian to address

$

a given problem has been tarried out.

For example;

Problem:. Alcohol abuse is a major contributing factor
in:teenage vandalism and destruction, of
cominuNty property. ,

Goal: To provide a program for teenagers that will
reduce the alcohol ahustAlat leads to de-

,. s
.struction of community property.
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A.

Problem: The public lacks information about the
understanding of alcoholism as a disease.

To provide the public with an awareness
program on the disease concept of alcoholism.

Goal:

Problem: A very small percentage of alcoholic omen*
are receiving treatment through t commu-
nity service network.

Goal: To increase the number of alcoholic women"
receiving treatment through,community
services. -

What are the characteristics of a goal statement?

It implies:a broad and generalsolution j)y identi-
fying the desired outcome.

It specifies the target group (e.g., teenagers, the
public, alcoholic women).

lt,focuses on a selected need (e.g., prevention of
alcohol abuse among teenagers, lack Of informa-1
tion about alcoholism as an illness, small per-

' `tentage of alcoholic women receiving treatment).

It is consistent with the, agency's mission or our-
_

pose (e.g., developing a prevention program, dis-
seminating information, extending alcoholism
services to a neglected population).

What is not includectin a goal statement?

It is important to notice that the goal statement identi-
fies only what will be accomplished. It does not specify
how the outcome will be achieved, when it will come
about, exactly how many individuals will Be affected or
to what extent. Eor example, the sathpligoals do not
tell what kind of prevention program for teenagers will
be instituted; which members of the public-will be edu-
cated by whai means; or how the numbers of women
alcoholics treated will .be increased. The specifics for
achieving the outcome are developed later, in the form
of objectives and strategies.

What is the purpose of developing a
goal statement?

Tnere are several important reasons for stating a goal
before moving immediately to objectives.

First, partiOillarlY; when the program planner is working
with a community group, a variety of concerns, pref-
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erenceit, and special interests may exist. In such a situa-
tion, often without intending to, people often "hear"
quite different messages. Each one operates from his
or her own frime of reference in a discussion. There-

- fore, it is essential to be certain that, regardless of
wherever each perscin is "coming from," the group is
focusing on the same thing.

A goal statement spells out that focus in a general way
d so provides a point of agreement from which the

unity program developer and the\nvolved com-
' mupi ople can move on to specifics. If the members
.of a planning group are thinking of several different out-
comes or solutions to a problem, that must be brought
out and dealt with at this time, rather than accidentally
discovered when someone eventually.says, "Is thgt What
we're trying to do? I thought we wei:e doing so- anti -so."

Second, like a politician's campaign speech, one purpose
of a goal statement is to elicit support around a point
of basic agreement. Once planners have reached
agreement at a global level, the likelihood Of later reach-
ing agreement on necessary detail; is increased. Plunging.
too soon into details has snarled many a community
effort in nit-picking and time-wasting pursuiti. Foqise-
quently, even though the program planner may already
have leapt ahead mentally to the point where he/she.
could state objectives, the goal statement activity must

N,
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not be short circuited in planning for community pro-
gram development.
Furthermore, starting at the global level of a goal state-

the probability that the focus will not
be n wed too soon. When a solution is considered in
abroad context, a numbp- of worthwhile alternatives
may be presented and considered that would probably
not even be brought up if a precise objective statement
were afered at this point.

In addition, formulating al statement ensures that
. the solution falls within the ency's scope or mission.

It may help ensure that the ency is not impinging on
work already being done by another agency or group
resulting in a duplication of effort or a poNcal em-

. barrassment. Furthermore, formulating a goal state-.
rn..ent mayoug,gest ways in which the agency can comple-
ment earihance anotherprogram or programs.

In summary; a.goal statement is a broad statement
responsive,to a stated need. It provides the what infor-
mation, as distinct from the how. .1 It serves the purposes-.
of clarification for concerned individuals and groups,
providesa basic fociis of agreement, serves as a Check-
point regarding the agency's mission or goal, and .pro-
vides a basis for selecting means and resources to imple-
ment a solution.
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Goal-Writing Exercise

This exercise has two parts. In Part 1 you will be given
three probl em statements drawn from thesimulated
APIE ommunity. You are to write a goal statement
for h, containing all four characteristics of a goal.

- ment.

For Part 2, take your back home problem statement

[Part 1

, and write a goal statement, again containing the four
characteristics listed in this session.

You have 10 minutes to complete both parts. Then for
10 minutes, meet with your partner and check each
other's work to be sure that each goal statement in

... dudes the four characteristics.

.
#1; A significant number of senior citizens are becirning ill as a result of consuming alcohol while taking

medications. .

Goal #1:

.,.

Problem #2: Alcohol consumption has been a factor in over 25% of the automobile collision's caused by people over 60.
.

Goa/ #2:

Problem #37 A significant number off immobile senior'citizens are consistent consumers of excessive amounts of
Ijlcohol'.

Goal #3:-
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Sessio VII-

Program
Design.
Specification
of
Objectives

F

Synopsis: In the previouts session, participants learned
how to formulate well written goal statements for a pro-..
gram addressing an identified need. In this session, they
work at making these outcome statements specific, time-
phased, and measurable.' When properly formulated, pro-
gram objectives provide the bases-for evaluating the
degree ro which -a program goes according ton.

:
objectives: Participants will:

idOtify the four essential e ements of a program
objective using the criteria "ibvided,in,the train-

.
ing p4rogram;

given 4 sample goal statement, write, program
objectives using the four criteria; and

write a program objective for their back home
problem.

Reference Information: Thl EsserAial
Characteristics of a Program Objective. 62

Worksheet 1: Exercise on Characteiistics of
a Program Objective 63

Worksheet 2 : ,Writiag Program Objectives from -r-N.
Simulated Community Goals 75)

Worksheet,3: Writing a Program Objective for
Back HoW Problem. 74

Reference Information: Outline of Evaluation
Design 75

61
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The Essential Characteristics of a
Program Objective

Whatis an objective?
r

An objective is a-statement which specifies the activity
for reaching a goal or outcome. In contrast to the
broad goal statement, an objective is much more preeiseJ
in stating how the outcome is to be reached. For
example:

Goal: TO provide a program for teenager that
will reduce the alcohol abuse that leads

k\.to destruction of community property.

Objective: To sponsor a series of free monthly
athletic events for students at Luke High
School from September to May of the
next school year.

gook To provide the public with an awareness
program on the disease concept of
alcoholism.

Objective: To publish a series of five feature articles
on the disease of alcoholism in the local
newspaper during the months of October
and November, 1980.

goal: . ? To increaselhe number of alcoholit
women receiving treatment through com-

r munity services.

Objective: To increase by 50% between January and
June of 1981, the number of alcoholic
women in Catchment Area D receiving
treatment through the Beaver Valley Com-
munity Agency.

What are the essential characteristics
?.,of an objective?

414.
A useful objective has fousessential characteristics:

62

).J
identifies the target group;

states the result;

in Neasurable terms; and

identifies-whet; the result williiiappen!f
ct,

As the above pairs of goal and objective statements show,
the target group is more precisely stated in objectives.
Objectives identify dearly the persons with, for, or on
whom the result will be accomplished.

Likewise, the result is more specifically spelled out in an
objective (e.g., a series of five feature articles on the
disease of alcoholism is an awareness campaign).

e.g.,
toiriThe result is sta easurable termshow many, to

what extent, etc. 50% more than the number of
alcoholic women now being treated through the Beaver
Valley Community Agency vs. alcoholic women). Some-
times the measure is merely a yes or no: is the result in
existence or isn't it? Were the five monthly feature
stories published or not?

Identifying when the result will happen simply means
setting a speCific date or a specific time limit within
which the result will occur or be in place (e.g., within,
the next school year; during October and November,

;1980).

A realistic, awareness of what is involved in,.asid required
for, reaching the objective must guide the planner in
drafting objectives. The nextJsessions will provide some
techniques and procedures for ensuring the reality of
objectives. Foy the moment, it is wise to be cautious
and conservative in stating objectives. As an illustration,

. perhaps it will be more effective egponsor events for
the teenagers every weekend, rather than once a month.
On the other hand, the planotrarid community group
marfind that sponsoring the monthly events taxes
them and their resources to the limit or beyond.

6')ti



Exercise on Characteristics
of a Program Objective

For each Of the following statements, put an X in the
space beside each, statement that has these three charac-
teristics: target group, specific statement of result to be
accomplished, and measurable terms.

-N.

1. Establish alcoholism referral system in
the five largest police departments in this
State.

2. Provide alcohol abuse prevention training
to school' teachers.

3. Add one psychologist to the treatment
center's clinical staff as a halftime
consultant.

4. Reduce, alcoholism to a level acceptable to
the public.

6.4

SESSION-SEVEN
WORKSHEET 1

Conduct a campaign to increase public
awareness of alcohol-related problems.

Increase by two the number of co unity
groups voluntarily contributing goods or
services to the halfway house on a regular
basis.

91

7.. Establish a staff benefit plan that is ac-
ceptable to both board of directors and

- staff.

Explore formation of a State halfway house
association.

. 9. Assign additional counselors where needed.

10. Reduce the unemployment rate for the
.residents of the halfway house by 50
percent.



You should have placed an X before statements 1, 3, 6, 7,
10.

Take another look at any you missed. Do those state-.,
gients tell you specifically who the target group is, what
the expeCted result is, and how it is.to be measulled?

c

4

4
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The fourth characteristic of a usefulCjectjve is the time
frame; that is, we are told exactly when the result will

'baby what date it will be completely
pushed.

Which of the following statements specify a clear time

1. As soon as possible.

2. By the last day of each month.

3. Immediately.

4. When fea'sible.

5. By July 1, 1983.

Answer:
(Number(s))

c

\

SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 1
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SEMON SEVEN
1

Numbers 2 and 5 specifically state by what time, or date,-
we could expect a result to happen. The other statements
doh/ tell us how soon is possible-, or when is immediately
(today? this week?), or hbw soon feasible is.

Useful objectves must specify wherta result will happen
by stating a date or giving a number of days, months, or
years. ,

s.

4

L_



List below the fair characteristics of a useful objective.
J

1.

3.

4.

SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 1

1<

s_ AM.

ev
0 I

1
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SESSION SEVEN
WORICrEET 1

The four essential ch acteristics of a useful' program
jective are die

Identifies the target group,

states specifically the result to be accomplished,

in measurable terms, and

identifies when the result will happen.

The order in which you listed them is not important, as
longas it is clear what-is being stated in measurable terms.

v

S.

-

. 4

k 1

o

Y

N.5
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Now try to find each of the four charaCieristics in the
objective below:

Objective:

Provide 80 tiPurs of inservice training annually

to all clinical staff rlibers within five years.

T. Underline the parts of this objective that identify
the target group,

2. Double underline the parts' that state the intended

result.

around the parts that are measurable.
s

thitime thine.

I:

ti

ti

SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 1

.
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Your answer should look like this.

Provide f80 hours' of in service training

to clinical staff members withinIive years.

O

a
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Now do thtsalne with the following objectives.

:Underline the target group.

Double underline the 'specific result intended.

3. ',Put a box around the measurable par.ts.

4. the time frame.

B. .

fi

Provide medical and psychological screening

services for all treatment applicants in this

program within two years).

Establish in4this agency a statistical record-

keeping system that is consistent with State

association standatds by the beginning of

the next budget year.

By September 30', 1981; provide 20 hours

of training .to each ofEl SO shop supervisott

in identifying antlidocumenting unsatisfactory

job perfor an s to ensure appropriate re-

ferral to company Empl+eAssistance

Programs.

C.+

4.

SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 1
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SESSION SEVEN
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Your answers should bfmarked like these. .

Provided medical nd psychological screening

facilities for rn applicants for treatment in this

program within two year

B. Establish in this agency a statistical record-

keeping system that is I consistent with State

assoiiatiorestandards I by the beginning of the

next budget year
P..

C. QV September 30, 1921 provide Pi] hours Of

training tc(e;ch of shop supervisors in

identifying and documenting unsatisfactory job.

$erformances to ensure appropriate referral to

company Employee Assistance Programs.

72



"%ith* Prog/am ObjectI4es from
imulate&Community Goals

Goal Statement: .The goal of a pilot prevention program
is to provide information to the'seniar--.
citizen population about the harmful
effects of consuming alcohol while
taking medication.

Your group task:

A. Work together to write two program objectives
from the above goal statement.

SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 2

2. Choose a reporter to record your objectivei o a
piece of flipChatt paper for presentation to the
large group.

3. For each objective on the Aipchart paper,

Underline the parts of each statement that
-identify the target group.

Double underline the parts that state the
intended results:-

Place a box around the parts that are
measurable.

circle the time frame.
A is

17 ,
Objective #1:

Objective #2:
0

(7'

- _
g.
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SESSION SEVEN
WORKSHEET 3

Writing a Program Objective for.
Back Home Problem

You have 10 minutes to formulate a program objec.
tive from the goal statement you used.fdr your "back
home" problem. (Session 6, Worksheet 1, page 58).

iirogramOblective:

1.' Underline the parts of this objective that identifysthe
. target group.

2. Double underline the parts that state the intended
results.

. t, ,t
3." Place a box around theTltrts that are measurable.

. ..,
--v4. (Eircle)the time'frme.

At the concldtion of this task, share the objective
with your dyad paitner.

74 4
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Outline of Program Evaluation Design

Often people think bf evaluation as the last activity the
planner engages in after the plan has been implemented.
But evaluation begins as soorrAs the goal statements
and program objectives have been written. The goal
stateirierit(s) ideritjfies'the broad areas of concern; the
projiram objectives state what the biannerwill do and
how long it will take to accomplish the stated results;
the third link=the evaluation designincludes the
methods'and,pro dures the planner uses to determine

e has succeeded in completing thewhether or not he
task.

An outline of the evaluation dehn should incLde the,
TfolJ ling:

it

SESSION SEVEN
REFERENCE INFORMATION

the types of inforniation Pat should be col-:
lected to determine whether program objectives
have beep achieved;

a_plan for collecting the necessary information;
and

the date on which the evaluation findings will be
reported 'iothat the results can assist the planner
in making necessary revisions in the existing
plan tn. other decisions about the program.

et.

These parts of a program evaluation design should have a \
familiar tone, since they have alre'ady been eriCounteredin
the assessment component. A'neeth assessment isjri fact,
a particular kind of eitaluitionactivitV!

6

o

.
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SessiOn VIII,

Program
Design:
Choosing a Strateg

nopsis: This session provides a model to helopar-
pants choose a strategy for carrying out the pia-

ram objective(s). Participants focus first on identifying
sible strategies; next on choosing the strategy that

ill accomplish the objective with the fewest or least
important undesirable side effects; and then on identi-
fying the resourcesnecessary to carry out the strategy
chosen.

Objectives: Participants will:

apply the four basic steps provided by the .

training progrim in choosing .a strategy, and

It mplete an Agency and Community Resource
Inventory.

Reference Information: Decision Model for
Selecting*Strategy

'Worksheet 1: Strategy Selection Exercise .

Referen Information: Agency and
C mmunity Resource Inventory
G Wel ines

Worksheet 2: Agency and Community
ResOurce InVentory E ercise

jcsWor heet 3: Strategy Se ction and Resource
loventory-forflick Home Problem

78

80

82

83
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SESSION EIGHT
REFERENCE INFORMATION

a
cision Model for Selecting ,Strategy

A itrategy,as the term is used here, is "the science and
art of employing the essential forces or resources to
provie the maximum support to some adopted p-olicy."
It is the how for accomplishing objectives and goals.

The decision model offered here for selecting a strategy
has four parts.

Part One: A brainstorming session and listing of all pos-
sible ways an objective rdit be attained.. All .

suggestiorafe listed as they are made. All sugges-
tions made are equally acceptallle; no judgments
about the quality of the suggestions are to be made
at this stage.

Part Two: Application of quality criteria to the list
produced in brainstorming. Now judgments are
made about the quality of each suggested strategy.
The following criteria should be tiled:-

Is the suggestion complete? boesa fully address
the olliective?

Is it coordinated (orcan It be coordinated)
within itself, with other suggestions, and/or
what already exists?

' Is it flexible enough to'acc
future shifts in emphasis?

Is it simple enou gh that it can be accomplished
without a disproportionate amount of effort?

Is it explicit enough thi everyone who'reads
will understand it the same way? ,..

odate possible

Suggestions that do not meet all of ttle quality criteria
should be either discardedor ceworded so that they
'meet. the criteria. '

Part Three: The prediction of probable consequences of
emaining suggestions. In order to avoid being

sur ised later, because an acceptable strategy did
all it was supposed to doand some it wasn't in-
tended toihe planner should predict two kinds of
consequencesfor.4h acceptable strategy.

immediate or direct consequences of a s rale"e?
' are the expected ones. They are th co sequences

which are sought. They are impor ant and rela-
tivel,easy to predict.

Indirect consequences or side effeiats of a strategy
- are ones which occur when a strategy is imple-

78

mented, but they may not be intended or ex-
pected..?redicting them is difficult if the planner
is not thbroughly familiar with the parts of the
0ornmunity involved and affected; e.g., what was
doneSfore and is being done now,'by whom,
and with what results. Side Ofects can be favor-
able, and if they are, they should be capitalized,
on as soon as they are identified. They can also
be unfavorable (or actually destructive) in their
results. As soon as damaging or potentially da<
aging side effects are identified, steps should be

taken to eliminate or decrease their undesired
impact. Knowir'ig the kinds of things which
.raise hackles among keY.people and segments of
the community helps tremendously in makingN
valid predictions oloatcomes, and thereby per-
mits the avoidance Of most untasant conse-
quences. Convergely, capitalizing on the prefer-
ences of key community people and groups
gives the strategy extra support.,

Part Four: Setting priorities among thg acceptable
strategies on th...b.a:.sis of the strengths of their
advantages and disadvantages.. Advantages and
disadvantages can also be described appositives'
and negativesfactors in favor of the strategy and
factors working against itand these factdrs can be
giverkolative values or weights to help decide on
the merit of a given strategy; or to choose among
strategies. This kind of weighting*procedure.can be
diagramed as a fulcftim effect.

1

A

Factors Restraining
Changor Solution

[0

Factors Favoring
. Change or Solution

I-QV/positives outweigh the hegatives the balance
toward a positive otliCome and the strategy

will be successful. For example an objgctive may
be to raisc:q1,000 in matching funds, within 2
months, fr a pilot revention program for youth.
Suggestecrs'11etegie ge frorii a fundraising party
featuring topless dance s to a bake sale.



On the plus side, the party strategy mightbe'very
lutrative. On the Minus side, it would be so offen-
sive to so many elements in the community, frOm
the agency director to the volunteer women's
groups, that the minus factors would al least out-
weigh the pluses.

The bake sale might not offend nyone's sensibili-
ties, but it would take a tremendous nUmber of
cookies sold to raise $1,00Gwithin thb projected
2-month time frame.

A third suggested strategy is to organize a work
bank. Young people would do odd jobs for com-
munity members alyl the 'proceeds would go to the
fund-raising effort. This would require some or-

nization to carry out on time, but would be suf-
f iently lucrative, would meet with community
approval, and "would have the added benefit of in-
volving young people in a positive activity.

..- .

SESSION EIGHT
REFERENCE INFORMATION

. .

Therefore the third strategy is the one selected.
.. ..

The key feature of this decision-making technique
is to assign some sort of weight or valye to the
factors in question, whether. by giving them numeri-
calsvalues or simply labeling them as, for example,
major, moderate, or insignificant in importance.

.
This decision-making method, which is similar to a
Force Field Analysis, can be used in any decision-
making situation that involjes a weighing of posi-
tive and negatiVe factors. For example, a similar
procedure was dsed in selecting the problem focus,
in asking, "how important is this problem for this
community?" It could be used in choosing a goal,
by 4nalyzing what positivre and negative factors
exist that contribute to the status quo, and what

-additional positive factor or force could tip the
balanw in the desired direction (or prevent a shift.
towail a less desiJe status Or situation). It can
be Used in choosin among seveial objectives, bal-
ancing expenditure of time and resources against.. .i
anPact on the,problein or furtherance of the goal.

. ,..

Because many of the factors that must be consid-
ered in unitys.ornm ty planning are intangibles that °.

can's belneasured in numbers or dollars or any
psolute terms, theknowledge of ;le community
that tile planner and planring group havelsof ,.

crucial importance in recognizing and weighing the
relative strength and direction of the forces or fac-
tors involved. The,ttrength of this decision-making
technique is that it helps take.decisions out of the
realm of the vague and puts them pn a more solid
foundation.

, 79
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(SESSION EIGHT
WORKSHEET 1- -/

Strategy Selection Exercise

Directions: Read the reference information starting'
on page. 78; Decision Model for Selecting a Strategy. a

.00
Then, as,a group, apply the Strategy Decision Model to
the objective below,, so that a strategy for implementing
the objective can be selected. You will have 40 minutes
to complete the exercise.

Objective: Within one year, the incidence of/harmful
effects (i.e.; 'those requiring medical tr atment) from
combining alcohol and medication, be decreased

. by 30 percent among the APIE County population aged
60 and above.

L Select a recorder to list on the-fiipchart all sug-
'gestions as you brainstOrm strategies for meeting
this objective. (Maximum time: five minutes.)

Acceptable Strategy:

a

(\,

2r With each group member taking kaifferent qual-
ity criterion for special attention examine the

= brainstormed list to eliminate those which do
not meet the criteria. 6

3. List the remaining suggestions, each on a,sepa-
rate flipchart. Divide your group so that one or
more person works on each acceptable suggested
strategy. Then, using the format below,:prediit
the probable consequences of each of the
ceptable stryttegies from your group.

NOTE: Use what you know about APIE County as
the basis/or your predictions. Where it is necessary
or appropriate, draw on your knowledge of your
own community to add information that might
help in identifying possible side effects.

/

threct consequences of this strategy. (Be specific.)

a.

4 c,

d. 4

e.

.
Indirect consequences of this strategy. (Be specific.).

ip
t
a,

c.

d. Al

e.

80'
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c 4

p 4

5

4. When the indirect consequences for all of the ,

alternatives and acceptable - strategies have been
listed, go back to that list and mark each in-
direct consequence with a + sign (+ = positive
factor or force) or a - sign ( -= negative factor
or force).

5. Review the indirect consequenCes list once again
and mark the weighting you givesto4ach of the
factors. Use either "major," 'moderate," "in-
significant," or a numerical value tcirepresent
your weighting of the strengths of the
consequences.

4

V

r

O

SESSION
WORKSI4E

6. -Examine the relative strengths of the opposing
forces. fof the strategy(s) you have been working
on and make a decision with the othergroup
members about which strategy should be chosen

-,to attain the objective.

NOTE: This same process is followed for the direct
consequences. With them, however, the positive
and negative consequences and their strengths are
usuallimore easily recognized. Therefore, the
focus here has been on the important but frequently
overlooked indirect consequenCes of a strategy.

)
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REFERENCE INFORMATION

Agenpy and Community ReSource
Inventory Guidelines

After a strategy has been chosen for meeting an objec-
tive and it goal, a program planner identifies the main
activities which must be-done in carrying out the
strategy. Then, he/She lists the resources for each ac-
tivity and takes an inventory of their availability.

As the term is used here, the word, activity, describes a
rather broad process or function in a specific area of
work which must be done to Iccomplish a' desired ob,
jective or outcome. Each activity is made up of groups
of related tasks. For example, "making a' presentation
to the Rotary Club on local alcoholism services" may be
an activity that some program worker intends to perform.
Arrg the tasks to be done in completing that activity
ar these: finding out the characteristics of the audiehce;
selecting appropriate content and form for the presenta-
tion; p'reparing the presen ion; identifying and collect-
ing,the equipment-and rn erials needed for the pre-

. sentation (e.g., film Oro) ctor, screen, and film, pam-
phlets); testing the equipment, checking on the avail,
ability of window shades and the placemente electrical .

odtlets, etc.

Before'-the planner starts a resource inventory, he/she:

reviews the objecti3e and'strategy;

lists the major activities reguite4 to carry out the
strategy;

checks the list of activities or reorders itso that
the activities are listed, in the sequence in which
they are dorm; and

I .
- specifies for each. major activity the k

sources needed to complete the activity.

Although thire are many possible ways for planning a
community resource inventory, key queStions to ask
about resources are:

6.
1. What racilities, equipment, inforrnation, ekper--;

carry
r.

#
tise, pecsonnef, money are required to car

;."

. 4.

l s

4 ,b

out the job successfully; i.e., as it is staled in.
the: objective(s)?

2. Which of the required,:resourcgs.are on hand and
available when needed?- Which resources must
be mobilized? Which of the resources cannot
be obtained?

3. How important to the job are, the unavailable
resources? What other resources can be substi-
tuted for the unavailable resources?

4. Based on this resource inventory, is the'proposed
project attainable within the agency's' scope of
resources?

Thercaremany ways that the identified, necessary resources
can be grouped,. sometimes an agency or a project requires
some particular system of 9tegorization. However, the
following basic grouping pittern is one that many,planners
find helpful: facilitiesAquipment, supplies, personnel,
and money. Each of these, broad categories can of course
be subdivided if desired (e.g;, "perscinnel" might be sepa-
rated into several different kinds ofpersonnel:- volunteqrs
and paid staff; professionals and paraprofessionals; Cleri-
cal workers, maintenance staff'. administrittors, and treat -
ment staff).

/

Whatever categories are specified, the resource inventory
-must be done with an eye to reality. Just because a re-
source is known to exist in a community, the planner
should not assume that it will be matt available for a
given "worthy" project. The candid planner will prob-
ably find that a'great many important 'resources musibe
mobilized. That's really what a community effort is all. . ,
about, anyway.

Some planners find it'more logical and produttive to
take gerfiral resource inventories for several acceptable
strategies before selecting one strategy. That is all
right; the same principles and procedures apply. After,

Atie tritegy is chosen its activities are listed and the in
yettc4 proceeds'as described:above.

.

OS%
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Agency and Community Resource Invenpirybcercise,

4 f.

4

f

.

Directions: In doing-this exercise, draw again on" our own knowledge and exp rience. as will
APIE 'County.

You will have 20 minutes-to cemplete this form as an individual. -When time is called, exchange
or two others in your group. Critique each other's inventories ancigive feedback on theiriusing.
munity Resou?ce Inventory GuiClelinei for reference. .

ti

- Strategy selected by the. group in the lait exercise (Worksheet 1): t

4 t,

1

SESSION EIGHT,
WORKS EET 2

as.what you knqw about. It

The major activities that must done to implement the selected strategy (Be specific):.

64. t

_5.. 11'
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SESSION EIGHT
WORKSHEET 2

1

Activity No. 1:

. . ,. - _
..

. . .
Complete the inventory of the resources needed to do that activity, (If you need more space, use another sheet of..

paper.) -

Req4ired,Resourqes

,74?

On
Hand,

To Be
°Mobilized

Not
Available

F

A
C

E.

.

I

P..

N

T

S

P
P.

L 910

,s; or- o

°83

I

=;

1/4
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c14

P

R
S

0
N

E

Required Resources'
On

Hand

To Be
Mobilized

a

Not.
Available

E

1 f

t ' .

by

4



SESSION EIGHT
WORKSHEET 3

Strategy Selection and Community
Resource Inventor)? for
Back Home Problem

In4the following exercise you will focus Oh deVeloping a
strategy for your back home problem objective as de-
veloped in Session Seven. You will then inventory the
agency and community resourcessneeded to carry put
this strategy.

Part IBrainstorming Posiible Strategies

Write the objecti%\e(s) you selected for your back home
problem on a flipItt:t page and ask your small group-

rto brainstorm possible strategies to carry out the objec-
tive(s) in the space below. A two-minute limit is set for
this activity;

Part IIApplying Quality Criteria

Consider the suggestions you have listed according to the
following criteria:completeness, flexibility, simplicity,
explicitness. (Refer to Decision MOdel, page 78, if
necessary.) Discard or rephrase any suggested strate-
gies.that don't meet the criteria.-

Part Ill Analyzing Direct and indirect
Consequences

Choose the strategies and list them on the next page.

Part IV Weighting COnsequences

'
Label each listed consequence positive (+) or n (7)

.

and asisign a weight to its importance or force._ U
numeric .scaleor labels such as "major," "moderate,
"insignifi PP

G.

RepeaL111 and IV for each acceptable strategy.

7^' Part VDeveloping Resource Inventory

Take the '.'best" suategy, the one with the fewest negt.
tive and the most positive weights. List the major activity
.or activities involved in carrying it Out in the spaces pro-

. ' vided on the following pages. Next, list the facilities,
equipment, supplies, personnel, and money needed to
carry out the activity and check off whether each item
is on haed, needs to be mobilized, or is totally unavail:,
able. The work you'd° at this stage is necessqily.pre-
liminary because of the time constraints of the session-
and-because you will probably need further information,

v. ProvideS a direction in whicl'Oo proceed later in
training prAgrany and bak at yOut own agency.
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ti

Possible Strategies

r
Direct

Indirect

ConseSences
, Force

+ or

r

1

Direct

Indirect

ti

Weight*

Direct

Indirect

;.

4

Direct

Indirect
0 ,

*Weight (+1+2, +3, -1, -2, -3 or Major/Moder4Insignificant

4,0
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(Extra copy tor
use back home)

ActiVity No. 1:

.t
Cordplete-thelpentory of the resources needed to dd.that activity. (lf you need more space, use another sheet of'paper.) s .,

V

I

L

T
I

E

S

'30

Required Resources On
Hand

To Be
Mobilized

Not
Available

. -
;44'

.. 7..

9

4

4
.

4

So.

-

4. ° d
I
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.(Extra coprfor
use back home)

Reetiired Resources
On

Hand
To Be

Mobilized
Not

Available

P

R

0
N

. N

E

L

I

Ir.

.. I

ca

.
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SESSION-E1HT
WORKSHEET 3

(Extra copy
use back home)

Activity No. 2

-

Complete the inventory of the resources needed to do that activity. (If you need more space, use another Sheet of
paper.) s4

Required Resources On
Hand

To Be
Mobilized

Not
Available

E

R
S

0
N
N

r

ti

E.

a

vv

$

0
)4.

t
g

a.

s.f
iff

r

6

a

41. 5
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(Extra copy-for
use back home)

7*

4.,

Required Resources
$.

On
'4-land

Tar Be

Mobilized
Not

Available

R

S

0
N.
N
E

I

e

a

I -4-

it

A
010

tfit A
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Progra
Designs

,r"

Time-Phased
Action Plan

A

°T 4-- 6"
F,

essio 1.*

. T
'5

Synopsis: A time-Phased action plan spells out the tasks
related to each activity needed to carry out the selected .
strategy; the order, phasing'schedule, and coordination
of tasks; and the person(s) responsible for carrying out
each one. This session teaches participants an easy
method of going from a selected strategy and resource
inventory to a detailed performance plan.

Objective: Participants will:

develop a time-phased action pn to carry out

a.

one of the major activities necessary for imple-
meriting a selected strategy.

Reference Information: Time-Phased Action
Plan Guidelines

Worksheet 1: Developing a Time-Phased
Action Plan

Worksheet 2: Time-Phased Adtion Plan for
. Back HomProblem

LI

.4

94

96

102

°

4." b./
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Time-Phased ActionPlan Guidelines:'

-V

A time-phased action plan is a meanCfor the pi et to
4* show in graphic forms What his/her plan involv , who

does it, and when it is to get dOne.

on for its constructioh involves these steps:

JD; -a review of the program objectives

-a review of the strategy selected for implement-
ing each of the program objectives

a listing of the major activities which must be
done to carry out each strategy

a reordering of the major activities so that they
. are listed in their order of occurrence

a listing of the talt swhich compriseilaa of the
- major activitiq.ik

.
a reordering of the tasks in their order of
occurrence

a review of the communliyresource inventory

Developing on constructing a tAw-phased action plan
involves these steps:

_specifying whalr be done (i.e., the activity
.

'tasks)

identifying who the persons are that will be
responsible for doing each task, and

determining when each task is *he Completed.

The planner draws on the knowledge and experience that
he/she and other available, reliable people have about:

the time, materials, and equipment-requirements
for completing each task (e.g., and typists about
typing time and equipment);

v
the possibility of a more economical use of re-
sources by.combining or overlapping some
tasks and activities, or parts of them (e.gi,
although they are listed` sequentially, the se-
4uence most often refers to the time they are
to start).. Selieral activities are usually going on

4

b

at the samelime, and, the day a volunteer is
available he/she may work on stral tasks in
one more activity;

the knowledge, experience, skill, and commit-
-ment level of the people involved;

the kinds of natural, local, mechanical, per-
sonaland'whateverkinds of events, circum-
Stances,"conditions that may affecfschedules
(e.g., blizzards, holidays"Vanicarbrealez
downs, illnesses); and

any need to revitean action plan once it has
been developed. . .

An action plan can be used as:

an outline for describing a project program

a checklist foe determining-Orogress

an indicator of problems, and

a pos,sible clue about.which parts of the plan
need changing to correct the problems (e.g.,
X's tasks are most often done late or wrong;
certain kinds of tasks usually slow down the
schedMe). -

An action plan should provide at a glance the informa-
tion a planner needs. Therefote, it should fit his4te':
need for detail. A plan that is too broad often doesn't-
give enough information; impo-rtant pieces are often
overlooked. A plan that is too detailed can be over:,--/'
Ikhelrning to produce' and to reviseand it can depress
enthusiasm, especially among community participants in
the project or program. Like Goldilocks, a planner has
to try out several levels to find theqecificity level that,
is "just right" for a.given project.

.
The designer of a time-phased action plan must be:

thorough,

definite, but

willing to revise, and above all,

realistic,

r
O.



Developing a_Tiine-Phased Actiop Plan

Directions .

1. Read.Reference Informatics onligge 94,
individually. '

2. For 5 minutes, work with your partner selectingone
of 'the strategies and resource inventories for two of
the more complex activities yotr identified in Session
8. Develop a time-phased action plan on the follow-
ing pages. 1.

Draw from what you know about APIE County,atid-
from your own background.

1

ti

.

SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 1

Bespecific as is possible andseems appropriate to
allow:theplan to serve all of its pcossible uses for She
planner.

.`,`
3. If you run into a Snag, please ask the trainers to help

you get around it.
.

4. Since this is a first draft, neatness does not count.
Don't beafraid to add, delete, combine, or separate
items as you workthrough the plan. Just leave a
little more space than yclu.would ordinarily to allow
for insertions as you work. BY,all mr.ns, use a pen.'

.111.
cil as kou draft your plan.

go

a
ai

4
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1. The objective: Within one year, the incidence of harmful effects (i.e., those requiring medical treatm rom,
combining alcohol and medication), wii decreased by 30 percent among the APIE County populati ri aged
60 and above. a.

2. The strategy selected is

i 3. The activities required to implement this strategy are:
j

7

.

41,

4

,./k .0

A.' Mark #1 a id #2, on the list above, the two activities yciii both select as the basis for yoyi time-phased action plan.

t
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. list the tasks included in each of the two relatively complex activjiiesyou bte,selected.

Activity #1 . - P
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For each activity, use the left margin to number thetasks "itiibe 'order in which they are to occur.
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Activity #2
.

What the Tasks Arej--,---N,

SESSION NINE.
WORKSHEET 1

Who Will Do Them

J

For each activity, use the left margin to number the tasks in the order in which they are to occur.

9 99
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a li The time stated for reaching this o&pctive (see #1, the objective, above) ne year, so 12 mon* all the5 er 2n be an% 12 months (Jnuary $ to
IIthrough December; May 1977 through April 1978; etc), depending on wizen the project is started. ,. .:;;Pliti 117;:.
,

For cad activity, Jig below the tasksas you have ordered them (numbe s to beitartedtfirsItc,). Then labertkOhtr,00lumns with the first six months c in ir*
the year (first column names the first month of the project,-et-.).

. m,

Remember that portions of different tasks can overlap (4, some people may be making phone calls whileothersis:mirriaromingr.
.,, m

FROM HERE ON, PLEASE USE PENCILS ONLY /
, <:

1 ' '

, .

Take into account the results of tbe resource inventory. Opposite each task number, draw a line through theath. (s. or 215 : the Moran4)} that the tas

will behappenini. Put an X at the end of the line to represent completion the task. IT IS MORE USEF,ULINTkil EXZEISF. TO DO ,ACTIVITY
ALL THE WO' THROUGH CAREFULLY THAN TO RUSH THROUGH 110 OF THEM.

,19

Task

1 1

2

q.

3

4

5

6.

7

8

0

0
9 ,

10

11

I -19

Next Sizyont.-.7
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13

14

15

16

11

18

19

20

21

24

25

26

27
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29
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SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 2 .

Time-Phased Action /an rot qacic_Home Problem

Directions:

Be as precise and as *.alistic as ohs, .,IR

Proolem Statement

Goal Statement:

Objectives :. (List at least twc

No. 3

1

102



Szrarew selected for aechieving objective no.

Mawr cervtii6e!
the lef-. - margin`

f SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 2

0.
**brie irkcairying out the selected strategy: (List ..tlert below, then number the: sequee-r-7micy in

atr

Use resouAinventory you developed ita Session Eight for Activiti-s 1 zund 2. If you did not complete that exercise or
prey o choose different activities for your time-ptiasec action pla-a, enter theM above, and use the forms on the follow-
ing rimes in preparing the resource inventory for them.

2.

103



SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 2

.'Activity No. 1:

e

Complete the investor : he.resources needea do that activity. (If you neeclmore space, use another sheet of
paper.)
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SESSION NINE
- *ORKSHEET 2

m

, Activity No. 2:

(
- s ( ,

Complete the inventory of.the resources needed to do that activity. (If you need more space, use another sheet of
paper.) ,

t---
. Required Resources 1

- On
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To Be
Mobilized .
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SESSION NINE
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SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 2

List selec
its tasks,

Activity No.1:
d who Will deach.

rev
. Tasks Who Will-Do Them

`yr

4!.

s.

t

I.

- - i
the eat th number the ordef in whiCh the tasks are to be done:,

7 .

a.

wir

.'1O8

(

e_



List selected Activity No. 2:
its tasks, and who will &each.

'Tasks

SESSION NINE
WORKSHEET 2

Who Will Do Them

I

r

In the spate at the left, number th,ord& in which the tasks are to bedone.

r-
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The time stated for reaching this objective (see #1, the objective, above) is ne year, so 12 months is all the time avOableThey can be any 12 mbnlis
0(Januarpthrough December; May 1977 through April 1978, etc.), depen ng on'when the project is Started,

C
7:1 cn. , . ..
(1)'For each activity, list below the taseyou have ordered them (number to be started first, etc.), Then label tbe other'coluMns tvith the first sii x Z

, , Qmonths of the year (first column names the,first month of the project, etc.),
f., , ' m Z

. rn,
-1 Z
-.1 rr

Remember that portions of different tasks can overlap some people may be making phone calls while others are typing something).

FROM HERE ON, PLEASE USE !ENCILS ONLY

Take into account the results of the resource inventory. Oppositeeach task number, draw a line through,the month(s) (or part(s) of the month(s) that, °

the task will be happening, Put an X at the end,of the line to represent completion 6f,the task. IT IS MORE USEFUL IN THIS EXERCISE TOpo9NE,

ACTIVITY ALL THE WAY THROUGH CAREFULLYTHAN TO RUSH THROUGH TWO OFTHEM.

a

19

Task

10

19'

NextSix Nfonths
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Session X

Implementation:
Program Management
and Coordination

a

Synopsis: This session is designed to allow the planner
to explore some management skills Osed in implement-
ing a community program and to explore the importance
of Establishing and using information exchange channels

-to keep all participating parties informed on the progress
of an established plan. The ongoing role of evaluation
and revision is alsCi discussed.

Objectives: Participants will be able to:

describe several management skills that can
assist them in implementing a planned program;
and

descrihen information exchange channel that
can be used to keep participating parties in-
forrried on the progress of an established plan.

'Reference Information: Implementation 114

'Worksheet 1: Managemek/Monitoring/
Supervising Skills 115

Worksheet 2: Information-Exchange
Channels c )1 1 7

113



SESSION TEN
REFERENCE INFORMATION

Implementation

Naturally the actual implementation tasks of carrying
out any project or yrogram are specific to that pro-
ject or program and so cannot be discus;ed as part
of'.4 generic planning process. However, the
mentation of any program does include four aspects
or activities that can arkl should be considered as
part of the planning piocedure. These are the
following:

114

Managing/Monitoring/Supervising performance
of assigned activities.

Establistiment and use of information-exchange
Thanneli.

Coordination of participating resources.

. Adjusting the designed prograni plan.as
necessary.

O

4



'Management/Monitoring/Supervising
Skilli

Directions

This worksheet contains two sections.

Section 1 consists of a shorjeself-assessment
quiz on your management skills. Use approxi-
mately 10 minutes to complete the quiz.

Section. 2 consists of a list of activities the
program manager should consider in imple-
menting an alcoholism service project.

At the end of 10 minutes, 'a discussion will be
convened by the trainer to ailow you to react
to the quiz and activities listed in Sectiori2
of this worksheetor omitted from it. =

This worksheet represents a Management Ob-
ject* (MBO) approach. Cc Isiderwhether or
not such an approach is suitable or applicable
to your agency and the groups you work with.

Section 1

Part I: Making Assignments

Given a program or a task to implement, how well
can you explain the various parts of the program
or task so that others know exactly what is e;--
pected of them?

f,

SESSION TEN
WORKSHEET 1

3a.' Do you keep writ en record of me assigned activi-
ties or tasks, inc, (ding the anticipated com4rtion
dates and the tual completion dates? -

3b:

\_yes
,

no

If the answer to #3a is yes, are the anticipated
completion dates and the actual completion dates:

a) almost ex- c) rarely close
actly the \^
same

b) reasonably d) never close
close

Part II: MonItoilpg Events

4a. When assigning tasks to others do you build-in
formal checkpoints/to see how the events are

,,) progressing prior to the completion date?

1. When you assign someone a job, d ow and
understand exactly what they are a 7,,f.:7t to do?

yes

2a. After the job has been assignec to meone, do
you ask that person to paraphrase assigned
task for you?

yes

2b, If the answer to #2a is yes, are r arar irases
. accurate?

a) always c) ;-are!

b) most of d) new_

the 'time

yes no

4b. If the answer to #4a is yes, do you give formal
feedback on whether or not everits are proceed-
ing according to plans?

a) always c) rare'y

d) neverb) most of
the tirhe

5. Are you able periodically to take all the parts of a

c or program 'and lay them out to determine
t.P.ie successes and failures, strengths and weak-
nesses, of the vi-mle task or activity?

a) alv s

b) most-of
:he time

c) rarely

d) never

Are you able t keep ever me involved in the
project/prograr7 informed .bout the progress of
the overallpro,ect/progran?

a)°alw s

b) most of
-the time,

c) rarely

d) never

115



SESSION Telt
WORKSHEEV

Does

peop
comp

e time and energy to explain to
s "F me task than it does to
al task?

ays cr rarely

b) most of d) rever
the time

8. If the answer to #7 is a or b, why? (Explain
briefly.)

Port III: Management of Personnel and
ParticipatIqg Agencies

Giver tre best plans and strateg great deal of the
success of the planS will depend upon your ability as a
manager to relate to other people.

9. How familiar are you with the skills and abilities
of the people who work with you?

a) very
familiar

c) not sure °

. b) familiar d) not familiar
at all

10. How often do you give positive feedback to a staff
person'or participating agency for a job well done?

a) very often c) seldom

b) often d) not at all

11. Do you provide written positive feedback to staff
or participating agency on occasions other than
their formal evaluations (e.g., letters of
commendation)?

a) very often

b) often'

r

116\

c) seldom

d) not at all

sAi

Section 2

When calletl upon to
age a proiet, or progra
veloper shoild consider,

activities.

the lead ipsponsibilir.' to.man-
, the community program de-
the importance of the following

-
.

Outlining etplicitly the assigned activities others "
are expected,,to undertake,'

Getting feedback from those assigned thetask
k on whether or not they fully understand what is

expected of them.

Keeping a written record of who is assigned a
task, the anticipated completion date, and the
actual date it IS completed.

Building in formal checkpornts when assigning
tasks, to see how the tasks are progressing.

Providing formal feedback to thoselivho areas-
signed Ole task whether or not the tasks are pro-
ce6:ling according to plans.

Per 3aically taking all parts of a task, project', or
protram and laying them out to determine the
suc;:esses and failures, strengths and weaknesses
of me whole project/program.

. Keeping everyone involved in the project/
program informed about the progress of the
overall project/program.

Being able to assess the skills and abilities of
the people who work with you.

') Providing 13ositive feedback tspeople for jobs
well done on occasions other tNn for evalua-
tions (e.g., letters of commendation).



. I

JY `3

Inform tion-Exchange Channels,:

al
DireCtias -

k '4" '
T s worksheet introdues an information- exchange sys
tem..that can assist in keeping progratn participants in-
formed on how a project or program is proceeding.
There is nb pQint in completing the worksheet dgring
'the Training program it is to be read and discussed for

487pplicability ir,lryour own agency.
V'

Step," :

Step 2:

List all participating agencies bisgroups.and
briefly list their activities and the anticipated
completion date of each.

Ha each agency or group briefly list the
taus it engaged in most recently while pro-
cee ing toward the completion of its assigned
activities. Also have each agency briefly state

r

SESSION TEN
WORKSHEET 2

.. .
117

-
whether it. is'proceeding according to plans or
encountering difficulties. tie

:
Slep 3: Lirkforco each participating party how-many

copies of its reports are n4eded, and when,
wig$re, and -to whom they are to be submitted.--

solncotrrage each party to maintain a folder
of all reports from other participating agencies
or organizations and br g it to scheduled

eetings.

Step 4: Schedule periodic meetings of all participating
parties. Prepare and.circulate agendas in

"dvance.

Step 5: As the coordinator or.tearrf leader, or program
manager, be sure to keep an up-to-date file on
all reports and have a supply of blanR forms
for 1.

117
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SAMPLE INSTRUCTIONS:

Each arc or gi.oup is responsible f6r sending three copies of ifs'completed form to the othii ageiicies by the 20th of each month. A debriefingmeeting will bei,

held on ne last working day of each month. Each contact person or a representative should attend that meeting.
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Synopsis: Th,jsssion focuses the participants' atten-
tion on the need for conducting an evaluation of the
prograni developed. It-brings together many activities
that were considered in earlier sessions and shows how
they relate to and contribute to the evaluation effort.
Suggested techniques for conducting infbrmal, indirect,
or process evaluation are offered aldng with guidelines
for Selecting an evaluator to assist in the design and
execution of their back home evaluation effort.

Objectives: Participants.will:

identify three reasons for program evaluation; -

idefitify three noMormal approaches to pro-
gram evaluation;

complete an evaluation readiness checklist;

list one advantage and one disadvantage for
each data-gathering technique described in the
session;

if

. 400
t"

"
".

"

t.
..

7 rA,>,

r
p .. gat

.,/
, f'

list three advantages an three disadvantages
of using an outside eval tor;

complete a set of evaliation worksheets for one
objective of their back home probl7s;,

o' list three steps that would increase\the objec-
tivity of their evaluation effort; and

O

list three planning activities that would coif-
tribute to the effectiveness of their program ,

evaluation.

"Reference Information: Reasons to
Evaluate 121

Reference Information: Approaches to
Progratin Evaluation r 122

Reference Inforit ationf Brief Stimmary of
Common Evaluation Techniques 1.28

Worksheet 1: An Evaluation Readings
Checklist 130

Worksheet 2: valuation Planning Sheet One . 131

Worksheet,3: Evaluation Planning Sheet Two . 134

Worksheet 4: TakiNg Stock of Evaluation
Planning 136

Reference Information: Evaluation Data 139

Reference Information: Use of an Outside
. Evaluation Consultant

Reference Information: Objectivity/Planning
Suggestions for Evaluation Methods . . .
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Reasons to Evaluat6
1 ;I ' . 4

'her" deare Iri4asic -leas ns*Oy.ariindlvlikial, orgiek
' .4 Zati r aita'y should'platct) condo evaluation

2' .
of afiy-OiogrAsi peing proposed'A,.

, Is - '4' 's gi , 4. . .,,.
.

-tN First, tit evaluation con assist.theakienCy in Ideteriiiining
z:,.° whetber or not the programObjectIves were met. They

a epent to which la evallsation effo gan assyst ittdeter- ,'1,1

milrlingthe\effectiveriess Of a progra_ in attaining its '
+ objetls7di4cily related to how clear V thebbjectives-6.5

T" " .the program Ire been defined. \4 .

Second, program eialifAtion can help pinpointyot only '`
the weaknesses of the program but also itsIstrengths.

/ Such an identification is helpful in revising the program i
j. "because it provides the factual information upon Which

a program' director can base those decisions. Perhaps
funds or posnriel could be added to strenktfierr a

Weak area or perhaps that area should-be dropped from
the program. Whatever the decision, it is best made with
information collected.specifically to answer such
questions.

Third, program evaluation can help determine whether a

program is costing too much in relation to`the benefits
derived from the prograin. Special care mist be taken in
deciding this when dealing with social problems; there is
often a tendency to rely too heavily on, what dollar fig-.

*-T uressay, forgetting tha;Nother important factors or bene-
filts'should IX taken into consideration.

routtil,*alUation data can servean effective public
eAaons funaish by. proiitli4 the piggrarn direct/2r,

thVintormktion atifykecon tin uati9_n
!ore,xpansiph octhe prograii. SCich informatiol 'ean,,tie
invaluable witen\deafing or,private officials s-
who have some kay as to the rnonelta prograin will be

" allotted-from the budget they oon/rol.
,

14'!' Fifth, like.many other aspects-of the planning process, ."
designing and_carryingbut plogram evaluation requires
much more, than can be prOvidectin this single session.
In other portions of the traireng program in which'
evaluation issues and activitieswere dis4Isse4 it cas
recommended that persons who are qualified and ex-
perienced in program evaluation be used as consultants:
That recommendation is repeated strongly here. When
a planner depends on evaluation data to intricate the ef-
fectiveness of a, program, it stands toleason that the
design of the evaluation 'instruments, methodology, and
the evaluation itself should not be left in the hands of '

amateurs or be based on trial and error learning.

Furthermore, it iso usually very difficult for aTierson who
has other significant ties toskprogram to ovecome his/
her personal or professional involvement's and become as

objective as an outside evaluation cOnstAtant generally
can be. '

4

. I

.-
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Approaches to Program Evaluation

The evaluation component of this training program
focuses on action-oriented, applied approaches to evalu-
ati n formal evaluation or research-

riented evaluation. 'Both approaches to evaluation are
entirely legitimate; they differ.basically, howeVer, in
their intended purposes.:

Formal evaluation or research may, incidentally, yield
some practical application, but:its primary purpose
is usually to aid'in the formulation of abstract pre-
dictions. The number of variables over which the eval-
uator has control is typically greater in formal eval-
uation than it is in informal or action evaluation.
Similarly, the degree of control over the variables
is mole stringent in researt frfcArrnal evaluation.

Because ,his training program is intended for persons
actually working in the alcoholism services field, re-
search or formal evaluation is not discussed further
here.. Instead, the content of this session centers on
achieving an action-oriented, practical evaluation goal;
namely, to provide information for program planning,
development, or operation. Three approaches to this
goal ate discussed briefly below, together with some
data collection techniques appropriate to each. Some
of the techniques were touched on in the assessment
component of this training program. They are repeated
here-because their usefulness is by no means limited to
the collection of needsassessment data. It should be
noted that the techniques mentioned can alsobe used

gathering research or formal evaluation data. (See
'AOpendix A for references to books on evaluation.)

Informal Program Evaluation

What are the main characteristics of Information
program evaluation?

Informalprograrn evaluation is used in a 'set-
ting other than a formal research study..

It gathers and analyzes information about a
program in its functional setting.

It uses various methods; techniques, and instru-
ments to focus the information-gathering pro-
cess upon selected aspem of Of program.

The co auction andusecifIlch instruments
provides ommon basis for comparing the
responses of different individuals or other
kinds of data sources related to the program
or involved in it.
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What are some common, useful techniques and
Instruments to use in doing Informdi program
evaluation?

Pour means for gathering program evalUation informa-
tion that are discussed here are: usingquestionnaires
and checklists, and conducting interviews and obser-
vations. They have been touched on in the assessmen
component, but further important comments are intro-

traced in the context of planning for program evaluation.

Questionnaires

What should a planner or evaluator be aware of
using questionnaires?

A questionnaire is basically an attempt to
standardize a set of questions about a particu-
lar topic. -

J!
The topics of the questionnaire may be opine

' ions, feelings; and attitudes or they may be
cognitive or factual in nature, for example,

"How do you feel-about third party pay-
ments?"-"What cOYOu.think of giving money
to a anhan who obviously has the
sha s?"

"Hew many clients en ered the Riverlet
Treat ent-Center duri g the month of Aug,:
ustv "What creden does this agency te-

tt quire its alcoholism counselors to have?"
(

Ordinarily, questionnaires are regarded as self -
reportig instruments which may therefore be
subject to the.respondent's distortion or to
misinterpretation.

Thecespondent to the questionnaire answers
the questions (usually in writing) without the
benefit of feedback of his/her interpretation
of the question.

Therefore, it is imperative to make the ques-
tirins as clear and precise as possible,

What two basic types of questions are there?

Questions used in questionnaires can be "closed-
ended" or "open-ended" questions. A ques-
tionnaire may consist entirely of one type or it
may be a mix of both types.

' _Clbsed-ended questions are those in which the
,evaluator (and/or questionnaire designer) have



deliberately limited the possible responses. For
example,

- "Check whether you agree, disagree, are
uncertain about this item or point."

- "Does your agency regularly pr
parking for volunteer worke
Yes ; No

ide free

- -"What hours is the clinic,open on Saturdays?"

Thi trick with closed-ended questions is to make
as certain as Oossible that theright questions are
asked and the right answersare provided for
respondents to choose from.

- What is "right," of course, goes back to the
'reason for which the questiOn is being asked;
i.e., What is the purpose of this evaluation
activity? Who will use the data to make what
decisions?

Open-ended questions do not restrict the possible
responses. They are often used to gather infor-
mation on topics which may be somewhat af-
fectively or subjectively oriented, or are other-
wise 'unclear.or loosely delineated. They repre-

; sent-an unstructured exploration of a topic on
which responses may vary greatly because of
differences in feelings and/or experiences.

- Well phrased open-ended questions can pro-
duce a range of informati6n from the persons
questioned: a kind of reipondents' self-
identification of what they want to say on a
topic.

The difficulty with open-ended questions, how-
ever, comes in classifying and coding them, and
'also,in interpreting the intensity of the
responses.

- Every respondent is likely to take a some- .

what unique tack on open-ended questions,
so-trying to identify trends among all the
respondents can be a demanding task for the
evaluator.

Interviews

What are some characteristics of Interviews?

Arrinterview may involve either face-to-face or telephone
contact between the interviewer and respondent.

SESSION ELEVEN
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Either a face-to-face or telephone interview-al-
lows the interviewer to adapt the level of focus
on a particular topic to the capability of the
respondent to apswer.

- For example, questions can be rephrased;
additional details or clarificetion can be
asked for; orernotional tones can be re-

,sizonded to. .

Because there is direct interaction between the
interviewer and the respondent (whether riper-
son or by phone), the interviewer can note a
number of incidental or extraneous behaviors
and emotions which are not a planned part of
an interview, butwhich may assist the evaluator
in analyzing and interpreting the solicited inter-
view data.

For 'example, "Most peoplehad difficulty in
understanding Question Five." "At least half
the people wanted to know whether they had
to answer Question Nine.1 "Several re-
spondents thOught that Qbestions Eight and
Fourteen were the same." "Generally,
people paused a fairly long time before answer-
ing Number Six.",

What are the two basic types of interviews?

Interviews can basically be classified as either
"structured" or "unstructured" interviews, re-_
gardless of the medium through which they are
conducted. 4

Structured interviews are ones in which each
question is carefully worded, and the intervieyer
is required:

- to maintain precisely the wording of the
questions; and

- to ask the questions in the exact sequence
prOvided in the questionnaire.

- Although it might seem easier to conduct a
s structured interview than an unstructured one,

that is not necessarily so.

- Respondents sometimes provide more infor-
mation than a questioiiasks for. They may
resent being asked a later question which
covers the information already"given.

- Interviewers to whom this happens some-
times resent "appearing stupid" by having to

123
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ask for information that the respondent pre-
viously volunteered.

' Unstructured interviews permit the interviewers
to change the wording or sequence of the ques-

t Cons in adaptation to the response potential of
the respondents.

Possible dangers whith must be guarded against
in unstructured interviews are wandering off

concern or failing to ask about
altogether.

To avoid these possibilities, even persons
conducting unstructured interviews syste-
matically use interview ihstruments suchas
guides or checklists to make certain that no
predetermined data are omitted.

Checklists

the-t9P
some

Checklists have many uses in the planning pro-
cess, but they are especially helpful in carrying
out prograimeCialuation procedures.

What are some advantages of using checklists in
program evaluation?

Checklists can be presented.in quite simple
formats.

Therefore, they can be used quickly and
easily.
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The data recorded on Checklists can be easily
tabulated.

'Checklists are particularly useful instruments for
recording the incidence of such diverse data as
attitudes, feelings, behaviors, skills, and events.

The key point in designing a checklist to use in
program evaluation is the realization that the
apparent simplicity of the final product(s) is
usually the result of a considerable amount of
planning, designing, and redesigning.

A checklist of the items which collectively
define the parameters of certain tasks, feel-
ings, or events requires a thorough ex ina-

c"tion of what items are the subject of terest
and how they will be identified.

Since checklist items require only a check mark
or a simple yes or no answer, the evaluator

:!hould exercise restraint in the number of
checked.items to be

Each item response requires some degree of
judgment and perhaps decision making..
Therefore, more is asked of the respondent
than mere marks'on a paper.

The efficiency of a checklist, and probably
the effectiveness of the responses, can be ad-
versely affected by checklists that are too long
or detailed. When that happens, the major ad-
vantage of using a checklist is lost.

The major disadvantage of a checklist is the very
limited amount of information provided by the
responses.

There is no opportunity for respondents to
quajify their responses.

A checklist is closed-ended; there is no op
portunity for the respondent to volunteer
additional information.

Observations.

What characterizes observation as an evaluation
technique?

When used in program evaluation, observation
must be organized, directed, syste'aatic; and
recorded.

TVt is, when the pu*se of observation is tis
giber program evalua(on data, observers do
not simply "keep their eyes open" to what'

'happens or does not happen.

Observation as an evaluation approach can be
either explicit and openly acknowledged, or un-
obtrusive and covert.

An observer may spend a day in the reception
room of an alcoholism treatment agency,
Those who pass through the room may or
may not be told)that he/she is an observer,
and what is being observed. -

Regardless of the purpose of the observation, four
basic questions should be answered in evaluating
by observation.

,What is to be observed? (E.g., What data are
to be collected and how much of it?)

How will the observation(s) be recorded?
(E.g., What instrument(s) will be used in re-
cording the data?)
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What methods will be used to maximize the
accuracy of the observations) 1 (E.g., Will
several observers be used? Ho* often will ob-
servations be made?)

Whit relationship should exist between the
observer and the focui of the observation(s)?'
(E.g., Should the-subject of the observation(s)
be aware of the observer and his/her role and
function? Should the observer and observed
interact; if so, how and to what extent?)

Observation tells what happened or occurred.
(or what did not);, it does not tell what those
events or occurrences mean.

At best, observation provides a sampling of
selected events over a period of time.

The significance of the recorded events or
behaviors must be interpreted by the evalua,
tor, often with the assistance of the observer.

The way the categories of evehts or behaviors
identified for observation are structured influ-
ences grtitly the inferences that can be made.

The highly structured the categories;
the fewer inferences)can be drawn. Forex-
ample, for the category of the "reception-
ist's greeting of entering client)'," an ob-
server would probably note that hellshe does
greet them if a simple "Hi or Hello" is uttered.
However, unless the fltegory is structured to
include other appropriate receptionist be-
haviors (e.g., offering a seat, coffee, or other
assistance), it could not be inferred that the
receptionist was fully or1ffectively carrying
out that role.

Unstructured observation categories do allow
for a wide range of inferences that may be
desirable under certain circumstances; e.g.,
the observation of the general climate or
flavor of a situation.

Unstructured observation, however, because it
is so dependenfon the oliserver(s) rather than on
set procedures or strict categories, often gener-
ates serious problems of observer reliability.

Human observers do not operate like cameras
or tape recorders, taking in all the discrete
stimuli within their purview.

4

J
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They have biases, interests, and emotions
which can limit,' if not actually distOrt, what
they consciously observe.

Observations are usually written as notes and/or
as marics'on checklists, or sometimes they are
spoken directly into a tape recorder on the spot.

Indirect Program Evaluation

What are the characteristics of indirectprogram
evaluation?

Indirect program evaluation (often called
"unobtrusive measurement") does not require
the cooperation of the program participants

In collecting the evaluation information.

Indirect evaluation approaches or methods do
not intrude on or interfere with the data-
gathering process, and therefore, they do not

ainfluence or contaminate the data which is
gathered counting the number of alcohol
information brochures taken froniitlobby
table in a teen center during a particular period
of time).

What are-two common approacAes to,Indlrect
_prograth evaluation?

&Sing records and observation rriethOCIS.
common apprsches to indirect prograrp

Records' .

Keeping and/or'exaMining records 'can be
identified as one indirect approach to
evaluation.

1 -Oriiiiiii4e; records w h can be accumu-
lated without involving th ogram partici-

ofin compiling them can be one source of
indirect evalu4tion data. That is, records of
who attends sEheduled meetings of the pro-
gram. planning groups; newspaper accounts

°..of program activities; the number of people
at meetings who come late and/Or leave
early; etc.

4nilarly, a great deal of infOrmation relevant

already bee colleCted b.other ple

to an alcoholism' services-related has

other purposes. Data froM other agencies, in-
stitutions, and organizations (local, state; and
national) can be examined and considered in

12 - 125
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relation to ata gathered specifically for the
prpgram to evaluated, and therefore, tied
to its obje tives. For example, if an alcoholism
program's objectives include the reduction of
car wrec involving teenagers who had been
drinking the inspection of standard police ac-
cident ords could provide valuable indirect
inform tion.

Observatiifn

What is the rile of the observer in an indirect
evaluation a proach?

I indirect evaluation,.the observer often as-
syfines a passive role.

. He/she does not participate in whatever-is
being observed.

Sometimes in githeringiunobtrusive measure-
Ments, it is appropriate,for the observer to be
concealedornat identified as,an obterver.

This must be handled carefully as it maybe
seen as a violation of program participants'

/ privacy or as a deception.

"onally, the observer is identified as such,
-hut focus of the observation:it mksrepre-

"..: pr:intorrectly identified,le.g.,affing that
;.::lie-obscrver -pis attendingt6 the presenting prob-

nf ;clients, whereas the true focus of evalua-
tion data is the age, race, or neighborhood, etc.

the clients). ,

Again this must be done cautiously, but its
advantage is that the focus of the observa-
tion is much less likely to be contaminated
or distorted by the observation process.

Whatare some common indirectindicators used as
the focus of observation(s) in indirect evaluation?

Y
Concrete physical signs, such as clothing, hair,
general appearance; jewelry, types of houses
lived in by the subject of observation, etc.

Expressive movement such as nonverbal cue's
(e.g., nodding, scowling, gestures) that the
subject exhibits.

Physical location.as-such, how the participants
grbup themselves during formal and informal

. program event
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Conversation sampling such as the type and
frequency of agreement statements, as well as
who makes them on what topics.

Time duration, or the amount of attention paid
by a person to a particular object or activity.

What are some additional cautions about
indirect evaluation? Ur

It is unlikely that the exclusive use of indirect
evaluation methods could meet all of the
evaluation needs of a community progan de-
signed to develop or expand alcoholism-related
services. ,

It can, however, be particularly useful:

when the focus of observation is a sensitive
or awkward one; and ,

when there is need or desire for additional
or ancillary data that might help to explain
or clarify other data.

Program Process Evaluation

When and why is program process evaluation used?

Process evaluation fs used to gather information
during the implementation ofd program.

It collects data on ho4closely the program
is being carried out in relation to its design
and schedule.

The data on departure(s) from the program
design and schedule are used in making de-
cisions regarding modification of the-
program.

What are some aspects of one major approach ill
process evaluation?

Schedule observation is a major technique for
doing process evaluation.

hr schedtle observation, the main function of
the observer is to monitor program events to see
whether and to what extent they deviate from'
the originally planned program.

The purpose of schedule observation is not to
insure adherence to the proposed schedule but
to note instances and causes of deviation.

1
')



This information contributes valuable data for
making prpgram revision decisions.

Combining Evaluatron Approaches'

It, is generally acknowledged that the more ways of
looking at something, the better the picture of the sub-
ject. In a similar way, employing one evaluation ap-
proach limits observation of the subject to one per-
spective. However, if a variety of evaluatidn approaches .

is used to examine a program, the information gathered'
presents a composite view more representative of what
is actually happening in the program..lt is therefore
strongly recommended that an attempt be made to emr

e

e.
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ploy some combination of the three approaches de-
scribed above. It is, of course, unrealistic to attempt to
use alLof the evaluation techniques listed ahove. The
amount of money, time, and the level of experience
brought to the evaluation activity must all be considered.

Observatioh as an evaluation technique is used in all
three approaches. Since it is the most common way to
gather evaluation data, particular attention should be
paid to the suggested procedures for gathering informa-
tion using this technique. Advantages and disadvantages
of using 'observation as well as other common evaluation
techniques are presented in a table on the following two
pigei.

128
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Brief Summary of Common Evaluation Techniques

_

Techniques Advantages

.

References
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I

0'
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Questionnaire

I greater reliability with closeknded

questions
.,,

if anonymous, may encourage honesty

and frankness of response

economical in time and money

low percentage of returns when mailed

structure' eliminates possible alternate

. responses

uniformity of data may be misleading-

requires skill to construct properly

'
Kerlinger, Fred N., Founda-

tions of Behavioral Research.

Neii.York: Rinehart &

Winston, 1966,

Sell tiz, Claire; Marie Jahoda;

Morton Deutsch; W. Cook, Re-

search Methods in Social Re.

lotions, New York: Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, 1959.

Thornlike, Robert L. and

Elizabeth Hagen, Measurement

and Evaluation in Psychology

and Education.. New York:

John Wiley & Sons, 1961.

t

Interview

.

allows flexibility in wording and sequence

of questions

provides time to explore, probe area of

interest

,

time consuming to conduct

information obtained is dependent on

skill of interviewer

)-
.

1

Checklists

,

simple format , '

easily used by untrained personnel

often limited to specific behaviors,

sequence of events, etc,

construction requires care

tiObservaon
, .

I provides record of wfiat actually happened

or did not lippe n .

independent of the subjects' willingness to .

'respond

Observer can relate what is happening to

the objectives of the program ,

cost in observer time is high ,

observer may have some degree of,

impact on situation 4
must be selective (can only look at a

certain number of categories or events)

obOrvers operate from biases

'
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WORKSHEET 1

An Evaluation Readiness Checklist

If you can answer YES to all of the questions listed below then you are sufficientlyprepared to initiate evaluation
planning for' yottr program. This session focuses on those questions not covered in previous-sessions with heavy
emphasis on questions 5 and 9.

Directions: Indicate your response to each.of the questions listed belowby placing a check in th ace provided,

or
HAVEr I DETERMINED:.

QUestion Response

. YES NO

What is being evaluated;

2. What is the purpose of this ;valuation?

3. What are the program goals?

4. What are the program objectives?

5. What kind of program evaluation (i.e., indire t, nformal, or procoss ) will yield the most
useful data?

6. How will results oftvaluation data beithed?
,.

7, What resources are available for evaluation?

84' How much time is allowed for the evaluation activity?

9. Wh ill conduct theevalUation?

A) In-house person? A

B) Outside evaluation specialist?

I

1.30
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WORKSHEET. 2

Evaluation Planning Sheet One

Directions:

Working individually, study the completed sample for
Worksheet 2* on page 132. Then complete Worksheet
2 on page 133 as follovs.

1. Under "objective" enter the objective to be evalu:
ated, including measurable terms. (Use an objec-
tive developed for your back home problem.)

2. Under ';criteria" indicate:

source of the information;
date on which information will become avail-
able concerning the objectim; and
who will provide the needid data.

Under "target compietton date" enter the time
you,anticipate will be required to achieve the
stated objective.

4. Under "problem addressed" make explicit the link
between this objeytive and the program needs or
problem statement. 9

5.

9'

6. Indicate yes or no as a response for.the objective.
Link the objective to the program's overall goals.

.

Evaluation resources may be available in-house or
require outside consultant expertise.

7. Enter interim evaluation dates.

-

8. List interim evaluation measures.

After completing the steps above, ask yourself:'

Is the objective measurable? Is the objective
time-limited? Is it realistic, given available re-
sources and program policies?

Then discuss with the group how to overcome problem
areas and reformulate a workable objective, if necessary.

*Worksheets 2 and 3 and their accompanying instruc-
tions have been adapted from Fuhdamentals ofProgram
Evaluation: Trainee's Resource Manual, developed by
the National Drug Abuse (Inter for Training and Re-
source Development, 1901 North Mobre Street,
Arlington, Virginia 22209, 1977:

CJ

1 R. r-"
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SaMple'Evaluation Sheet One

Agency: Ellenbilrg Alcoholism Treatment Center .s.

,

Program Goal: To upgrade skills of alcoholism counselors serving clients in this center.

WhO Will Use Evaluation Data: Center Director and Training Consirltant

-

)Purpose(s) if Evaluation Data: To monitor change in
time supervisors repolt spending in clinical supthision of alcoholism counselors.,,

, .,

. I (I)

Ob)ective

()

f
' Criteria

for ,

measuring

objective

,

(3)

. ,

,

Target

completion

date

0) A ,

. ,

Problem

addressed

.

(5)

.

.

Are '

the

, resources

available?

.(6)

Js this

, objective

consistent

with

program ,

goals(

policies?' i

. (7)

Interim

evaluation

dates

.

(8)

.

Interim

measures

I

I
.

All counselors

will receive

50% more

clinical super

vision time

from their I

clinical c

supervisors.

f t
I

.

50% iricrease

from 61301/7

as indicated on

weekly lime

sheets of

clinical

supervisors,

. '

6130/78

f

.

Poor quality of

counseling re.

ceived by

clients.

.

Yeswithin

'capability of

(resent tr4ining

staff, 1
I,

4

,

Yes

./

.

1)30178

4

I

"
,

Examination of

weekly time

sheets, ,

, :

4
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Evaluation Planning Sheet One

AGENCY:

PROGRAM GOAL:

4.1

WHO WILL USE EVALUATION DATA:

PURPOSE(S) OF EVALUATION DATA:

p

)

(1)
'..

.

Objective

.

? (2)

.

.

Criteria

,
for'

/ measuring

Qbjective

(3)

.

Target

completion .'

date

.(4)

Problem

addressed

(5)

Are

, .
the '

resources J

available?

(6)

Is this

objective

consistent,

with "
program

goals/

policies?

(7)

,,,

,

Interim

evaluation
A

dates

.

I

(8)

.

Interim

measures
i4

/ i 1

0

/

/

! .

I . . .

/ . .

/ .

k .

t

F



Evaluation Planning Sheet Two

Directions:

1, Study the sample on this page,

1 On the next page, write a back home goal statement, an objective for it, and mentally identify its strategy,

3, Next enter one or more data collection methods that
appear appropriate for the strategy. Keep in mind the purpose of the data in relation to the objective;

the type(s) of data you can actually collect; the timesequired to collect the dak" the obtrusiveness of the proposed collection method; etc,

Enter the projected outcome anticipated result(s) for each measurement method),

Finally, gate explicitly any assumptions or 1pgical steps that have been implicit until this point.

jt. Repeat the process for each objective,

Program Goal Statement:41imbers of the Arlington clergy will broaden their assistance to people who seek their help for alcoholrelated problems.

Objective Measurement method' Projected outcome

,

Meaning of outcome in meeting

programgoal

By 6 months after program

implementation;lo increase

by 50% the number of re-

ferrals made by Arlington

clergy to 20 service resources

that assist alcoholic persons

. and their families,

,
.

a) Questionnaire

1,'

b) Interviews

, i

a) ,Indication of how many referrals

were made in sixmonth peril

and to which service resources,

b) The 10% of clergymen who re- '
ported the fewest *referrals will

be interviewed to determine why

they did or did not refer people

to alcoholism service resources,

a) A determination of whether or not a 50% increase

in referrals Was iccomplished compared with

baseline data. -
b) Whether there is a need foi further efforts to en

courage,clergy members to make additional use of

alcoholism service resources and if so, how this

' might be don,

,

,

(t



Evaluation Planning 'Sheet Two

Zy

Program Goal Statement:

Objective MeasureMent method Projedied outcome
Meaning of outcome in meeting

program goal

w

4.

r

I 1 I



SESSION ELEVEN
WORKSHEET 4

Taking Stock of Evaluation Planning

oft

The training program has emphasized repeatedly that the planning process requiresand to a certain extent benefits
frominteraction and cooperation with other persons and groups. This, of course, holds for planning and designing
the evaluation component activities. Other people who are reasonably familiar with the topic being evaluated fre-
quently bring fresh insights and suggestions. This exercise provides an opportunity:or that to occur again in relation
to planning evaluation of your back home program..

Dirgctions

1. Select a person to report the, small group's problems and questions to the large group.
2. Individually complete Steps 1 and 2 below.
3. Then as a small group work through Step 3, being frank about your questions, contributions, concerns, or

uncertainties.
4. Reporter prepares a summary of Step 3 outcomes.

Step 1: Using the space below, rank the evaluation methods for each objective in priority order in terms of their
abIllty.to Indicate whether program goals have or have not been met. Eliminate methods that do not provide
outcomes that tell you something about the extent to which program goals have been achieved.

. Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 3, etc.

a.



SESSION ELEVEN
WO SHEET 4

Step 2: For each evaluation method, identify the potential proble s it may pose,to the program when mplemented.
List problem areas.

Objective 1 Objective 2

1

e

/
Objective 3, etc.

Step 3: Do you want to change priorities or eliminate any me ods? Be careful not to eliminate any methods too
quickly. Discuss your assumptions with others before eliminating a method. Are your assumptions realistic?
List below your final priorities among program evaluation approagilig, techniques, or instruments.

A;

(
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SESSION-ELEVEN
WORKSHEET 4

Step 4: As the reports fronreach group are made and you receive comments about the concerns, assumptions, etc..

from the large group, use this space to make notes about topics or.points you may want to follow up with
your evaluation cons Itant when you are working on the plan for evaluating your back home progrcons

138
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Evaluation Data

What To Do with the Evaluation Data

The foti*, ing stepi outline a process for arranging col -

lected *aluation data in a way that facilitates inter;
pretation. The process is simple but time consuming.
However, the validity of conclusions depends on how
accurately these steps are Carried out.*

I Each set of the responses from observations,
completed questionnaires, interviews, etc.
must be examined for patterns among the
responses.

Categories Should be identified under which
the responses can be summarized.

Under each category, all the responses made
that fit into that category should be listed.4

For each category, the above list should be
edited to eliminate duplicate kinds of responses.

A short summary of the most implunt items
under each category should be prepared.

Some Do's and Don'ts of-Evaluation
Data Interpretation

Regardless of the quantity and quality of data collected,
the value of the information can be cothpletely negated
by ttie way ,the dka are interpreted: The following
guidelines will assist in interpreting the information
collected.

The Don'ts

(1 Do not assume that consensus Among one
group of observers (participants, trainers, ad-
ministrator, etc.) goarantees accu'ratg
judgment.

a.
SESSION ELEVEN
REFERENCE INFORMATION

R.

Do nor. conclude that an observation made by
only ohe observer is inaccurate.

Do not take comments at face value (consider
theoontext in which the comments were made;
e.g., body language, time oftlay, sequence of
questions; etc.).

Do no it to considea the individual perspec-
tive, tl5 bsetver.

Thee

Analyze the summary statements for the various
aspects of the pilot program derived from pb-
"servations. Prepare a brief statement describing
their meaning(s) and possible significance.

Prepare similar descriptive statements based on
the summaries of other evaluation techniques,
such as questionnaires, tests, interviews, etc.
Each evaluation technique should have a sum -

'mary statement.

Compare the summary statements from the dif-
ferent evaluation approaches only when they
deal with the same aspect of the program. Look
for areas of agreement and disagreement. When
compak'ng data in this manner the evaluator
should be sensitive to such things as differences
in nuances of language as well as the vaHous
perspectives of the respondents.

State conclusions in a concise, straightforward
" manner.

Prepare a draft of recommendations.

*You may wish to review the reference information on
assessment in- Sessions Three, Four, and Five.

14c
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. SESSION. LEVEN
REFERENCE INFORMATION

Use of an sSitside Evaluation Consultant

When deciding who should be responsible for implementing the evaluation design for a program or project, consider the`-
following possibilities:

I n-house

Person

Possible Advantages

1. Cost lower.

2. Can be involved in early planning of
evaluation as an ongoing activity.

Possible Disadvantages

1. Lack of objectivity.

2. May not have skills needed for instru-
ment design or statistical analysis.

3. May have aware,ess,and and tanding 3. May not have credibility with superiors
of program goals,' or peers.

4. Has knowledge of how program-functions. 4. Evaluation may be one of many
responsibilities.

Outside
Evaluation

1. Should have broad range of skills in` instrument design, evaluation design, and
report writing.

1. May not have awareness and under-
standing of program goals.

2. May not have knowledge of program
2. Must have credibility. functions.,

3. Can maintain neutrality or objectivity.

4. Could consult in-house person on
evaluation.

ft

3. May not be involved in early planning of
evaluation.

4. Cost may be higher.

140
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Objectivity/Planning Suggestions ,

for Evakiation Methods

Objectivity

Probably there is no such thing as totally objective
evaluation. even the use of an outside evaluator does
not guarantee absolute objectivity. All evaluators bring
their own sets of biases about how to treat evaluation
data. The following steps are suggestions that may
helpincrease the, objectivity of,the evaluation effort
regardless of who carries out the evaluation.

Evaluators should review their own attitudes
and biases which might influence their inter-
pretation of the evaluation data.

This is particularly important for persons
who will be evaluating programs in the
aicoholisnffield.

WheneVr possible, the appropriateness of data-
gathering evaluation instruments should be
examined by others involved in planning to
program.

to An overview of the program should be main-
tained and reviewed periodically so that all of
the program elements arc seen as part of an
integrated system.

It is surprisin/ly easyeven when striving
fot objeivity to become so engrossed in
one program element that the total picture
is obscured.

The focus of evaluation efforts must be on im-.

portant details rather than inconsequential ones.

Planning Suggestions
for Evaluation Methods

The effectiveness of the evaluation of any proposed pro-
grim can be enhanced by observing the following sugges-
tions when planning the evaluation methods to be used.

The purposes of the evaluation efforts as well as
how the results of the evaluAort effort will be
used should be made explicit to everyone in-
volved in the program.

As the details of the program are worke6out,
the evaluation consultant should be sure to
include:

a

SESSION ELEVEN
REFERENCE INFORMATION

the design and construction of any data col-
lection instruments to be used;

instructions that clarify and describe the
specific procedures to be followed; and

a schedule for the observations, surveys, inter-, views, or tests to be administered.

Individuals.who are to use any-trf-the-dat
gathering instruments should be trained in the
principles and techniques of evaluation relevant
40 the particular method or instrument.

After the decision has been
made to employ an outside evaluation
consultant what must be done?

Two necessar
sonnel are

nctions for the program per-

to mike certain that the program is prepared
for evaluation (e.g., apply the Evaluation
Readiness Checklist); and

to brief or orient the evaluation consultant.

Preliminary activities for doing these inclicce:

making specific and detailed listings of the
program elements to be evaluated;

specification of program complexity to be
used in defining the area(s) of expertise
needed by the evaluation; and '

briefing of key program personnel to ensure
their cooperation in evaluation activities.

What information will an evaluation
consultant need from program personnel?

To provide thorough and effective evaluation
assistance, the evaluation specialist needs:

a dear definition of what is to be evaluated,
including a review ofihe proposed evalua-
tion methodologies, approaches, etc.;

a set of timelines for deliverable items such
as instruments,.reports, etc.; and

inforination about areas in which contictst
of interest might exist between some pro-
gram personnel and the evaluation

.objectives.

'1 4 L 141
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What other matters must program
personnel attend.to?

After evaluation activities are underway, the
person(s) responsible for directing the program
should:

be sure that communication channels are
established and used (e.g., periodic progress

SESSION NOTES:-

S

142
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reports, the exchange of comments, criti-
cisms, and recommendations);

make certain that all evaluation expenditures
are cleared with the proper authorities; and

help the evaluation consultant resolve what-
ever unanticipated problems may arise.

I
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.Session Xff

Completion of
Prelinlinary Plan for-
BacksFlome Problem

Synopsis: After a brief summarizing discussion of the
',fanning prpcess, participants will work individually on

their preliminary plans.for their back home problems,
with a final opportunity to ask for assistance from the
trainers. They will then discuis their planning problems
as a group and identify a helping network for future
contacts.

Objective Participants will:
A

complete their preliminary or partial plans for
attacking their back home problems.

Reference Information: Time-Pilased
Action PlanReminders 144

I
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SESSION TWELVE,
REFERENCE INFORMATION

Time-Phased Action Plan Reminders

NOTE: It will be- helpful to use consistently the check-
lists and techniqUes provided in the training .
pro ram as yoU build your planning skills, sog...

that'no 'mportant step or detail is overlooked.
It will so be advantageous to develop a review
relationship with someone in,your agency who
can critique Our efforts in the way thit your
dyad partner did during training. The following

'Neminders provide only ari outline.of what j,
be done in developing .a time-phased action plan.

Stating the Problem and the. Program Goal(s) -
e I

J

State the problem selected for action, and the
program .goals developed to address it,

- This helps to keep the starting point and gen-
eral direction(s) in mind as details receive .,
more,and mdie attention. ,

-.
Stating Objectives4of trach Program Goal

,KnOwing the specificities of the objectiv.esits
absolutely \essential for destignieg Ole program,
implementing, anthevaluating it. ';
Limit work on,writing each objective to 10
minutes, to avoid getting-bogged down in inde-
cision or too mapy details:

Check specifically forlhe four characteristics
of a program objective: identification of tar:
get group, the intended result measurable

,4T terms, and lime ference.

Rewrite as needed--
--

5i,-

Berealistic about.reitching the goaleven at
thiOpoint.

pink small and precise rather than grand and
global. a!

FEewpiti objectives if subsequent planning ac-
tivities reveal the need to do so, e.g.,

Increase time.

-7 Reduce the number of events, clients, etc.

Brainstorming Possible Strategies

Work with yolir planning group to brainstorm
possible strategies for each objectives

144 .

Limit brainstorming activity on each objec-
tive to three minutes.

Make no judgments at this point.

Apply quality criteria to each strategy listed:

completeness;

flexibility;

simplicity;

explicitness.

Distard or rephrase unicceptablestrategies for
each objective. -

Strategy Selection

For all acceptable strategies for each objective:

list direct and indirect consequences;

determine negative and pqsitive influences;

weightthe importance of the- influences.

'Select the most promising strategy (s) for each
objective.

CoMmunity Resource Inventory

tfor each strategy selected :f '

identify the basic resources needed;&,
facilities, equipment, supplies, perso el,

t,g.

money, other; arid
e :'

determine whether they are on hand, to be
mobilized, or not available. .

Activity Identification and Organization

. For each strategy identify the major activities
'required to carry it out.

List the activities as they come to mind.

When no more activities come to mind, num-
*--ber them in order of probable occurrence

making certain that each is a separate activity
rather than a portion of another activity.

Identification and Organization
of Tasks and "Doers"

.For each majdr-activity identify exactly what
must be done to complete each, activity.



tr

List the tasks as they are thought of.

When no more.tasks cab be called to mind,
number themarding to their necessary or
probable occurrence incompleting the
activity.

Identify who will be responsible for doIrt,-,--,,each
task.

Review the activities and tasks listed to see

whfther modifications should be made in the
community resources inventory.

If necessary', modify the inventory.

re

a

SESSION TWELVE
REFEKNCEINFORMATION

4.

Timre-Phased Action Plan .-

,
Using the training program materials and ex-
perferices as starting pokts,tlesign a format to.
show when each task isle) begin and end.

Consider

, whether your time-phased action plait or
some part of it should display:weeks or days
rather than months; and

whether some complicated task should be
broken down into its subtasks for adequate
allocation of time and "doers."

1

3
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...-Appendix A:
Annotated'Bi bli9graphy

V

General References: Books

Cross, Jay.N. Guide to the Community Contrdi of Alco-
holism. New fork: American Public Health
Association, 1968. (128 pages)

Intended to aid the professional health worker at
the, local level in developing a community alco-
holism program. Principles of program develop-
ment are discussed, rather than specific services
and activities. The firsi two sections deal with
social, physiological, and psychological aspects
of drinking and proAde a general discussion of the .

problem of alcoholism. Part Three, "Alcoholism'
ProgEam Development," presents planning princi-
ples in terms of organizational considerations,
goals and objectives, resources and servicesAbm-
munity perspective,loles of.agencies and organi-

- nations, prevention planning, financing, staffing,
and program components. A brief bibliography
is included.

Harper, Ernest B., and Dunham, Arthur, eds. Community
Organitation in Action. New York: Association
Press, 1959. (532 pages)

Designed primarily for students of social work,
this collection of readings inCludes experiences,
methods, and-principles that can be useful to any
community planner. Selectionson group be-
havior, grourirdynaniics, and cizrOfiltsees on con-
flirt and integrition, community structure and

relationships, and the role of national voluntary
organizationsin community programming are

' inclUded. Pact Three, "Community Crrganization
in Practice," which includes articles on general
methods, fact finding; planning, conferences_and
committees, education, interpretation and public
relations, fundraising, and social action and re-
cording may be of the most interest to the com-
munity programmer.

Kahn, Alfred J. Studies in Social Policy and Planning.
New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1969.
(326 pages)

In this companion volume to. Theory and Practice
of Social Planning, the author is particularly con-
cerned with "the demonstration through use of a
number of critical planning concepts often dis-
cussed Only in the abstract." Problems discussed.

include the "War Against Poverty," juvenile prob-
,

lems, income security; city planning; community
psychiatry, and delivery of social service at a local

'level. Alcohol problems and programs areitot,
specifically discussed.

Kahn, Alfred J. Theory and Practice of Social Planning
New York; Russell Sage Foundation, 1969. (348
pages)

Presented assa model for "how to think about
panning issues," this book is a broaddevelonment
of social planning, defined by the author as

147
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"policy choice and programming in the light of
facts, projections and applications of values." The
planning process is presented in terms of definition
of the planning task, policy formulation, program-
ming, and evaluation and feedback. Within this
framework, all of the broad social planning issues
are discussed, and the dynamic nature of the plan-
ning process is emphasized. The three chapters on
programaengrnay be the most useful. Topics
compri%e general considerations, budgeting and
cost effectiveness, and programming problems-in
social service delivery.

al Institute on Alcohol Abuse ancl-)Ilicoholism.
D Ping Community Services for icoholics:
Some Beginning Principles. Rockville: Maryland:
NIAAA (DHEW), 1971. For sale by the Superin-
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,pHEW.Publica.
tion No.'(ADM) 75-175. Price: a§ cents. (393*
pages)

Proposes the formation of a network of_community
services for alcoholics and their familieSconstruCteci
primarily of existing service resources within the
community, with? recognition of the likeness of
alcoholism to other health and social problems.
The nature of the problem of alcoholism i5 dis-
cussed briefly, in terms of the alcoholic,,public atti-
tudes towards alcoholism, treatmentapproaches,,
and ,the Oed for comprehensive community ser-
vices. Elentents of effective service delivery and
guidelkies for organizing community resources are
given, and the importance of evaluation to program
development is discussed. A brief annotated bibli-
ography is included.

Robbins, David. Comprehensive Health Plapning: Selec-
tive Readings. New York: Health frisurance lnsti-
uite, 1969. (48 pages)

An annotated bibliography organized under the
follp mg topics:

CoMprehensive community planning
Planning theory and techniques
Health services planning

j: Health manpower planning
Environmental health planning

Warren, Ronald Leslie. Studying, Your Community. New
York: Russell Sage Foundatiori, 1955, (362 pages),

ca...
1

A corNprehensive guide to studying almost all as- i
pects ofvommunity. Areas discussed include *A limited number of repripts are available fror;;Wynne
community ti ckground.and setting; economic life; & Associates, 3915 Livingston St., N.W., Washington,.
government; irks; law enforcement;,community . D.C. 20015.
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lannijig; housing; recreation; religioUs'activities;
social insurance and public assistance; aids to family
living and child welfare; health; provisions for spe-
cial groups; communication; intergroup relation-

- .ships; associations and community organizations.
The final chapters are devoted to discussion of or-
ganizing and conducting a community survey and
a irmaty of important aspects of the community
to- e considered in such an endeavor.

,

Wynne, Ronald D., st al. A Guide to Community Action
for Alcoholism Service& Final report to the Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
September 1975.* (1 ages plus appendices)

Intended for-individuals recently involved with the
alcoholism problem in their communities and for
those in,a direct service role who want to expand
to address larger issues and problems. The authors
distinguish between " community organization" and
"soda-Manning," which is treated in -a companion
volume.: Part I provides an introduction, historical
overview,-and discussion of community responie

--: to organizations for alcoholism services, organizer
role, community mobilization, and common prob-
lems and suggestedsolutions in community. organi-
zation. Part II comprises several case studies'and

-Part Ill isla,"workbook" and annotated
bibliography.

Wynne, Ronald D., et al,. The "State of the Art!' in
Cominunity Planning for Alcoholism Services.
Final report to National Institute on Alcohol .

Abuse and Alcoholism, September 1975.* (321
pages)

A review of the issues that confront social planners
in the alcohol field, a "look at the types of formal
documents available, at who develops them, and
what methods they use to achieve their objectives."
In Part I, Section I describes the,structure of the
planning effort and includes a summary of training
available for alcohoilim planners. Section II
describes the planning process,"from needs assess- '
ment to evaluation.Section III discusses six major
issues and trends in the alcoholism field of concern ..,

to planners. Part II presents four case studies to
it hdemonstrate umber of planning approaches.

Part III is a bibliography, including annotations of
80 major references.
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General References: Periodicals

Beigel, A.; Hunter, E.; Tamerin, J.; Chapin, E.; and
Lowery, M. Planding for the Development of
Comprehensive Alcoholism Services: I: The
Prevalence Survey. American Journal of Psy-
chlat .131 (1974) 1112-16.

ors emphasize the need for prevalence
to in th'e specific Immunity when planning

a comprehensive coOramity alcoholism program
and describe a short-term, low-cost 'survey Method,
together with examples of how the data obtained
can be used in program planning.

eigel, A.; McCabe, T.; Tarnerin, J.; Lowery, M.; Chapin,
E.; and. Hunter, E. Planning for the Developinent '
of CoMprehensive Alcoholism Services: As-.
sessing °immunity Awareneis and Attitudes.
American Journal of Psychiatry. 13.1 (1974)
1116-21.

The authors suggest that the following dimensions
need to be assessed in the development of an effec-
tive community education and treatment program;
(1) attitudes toward alcohol use and buse;
(2) drinking habits; (3) Awareness of available
resources for alcoholics; (4) extent of personal

-drinking problems; and (5)'comparative percep-
tions of alcohol abuse in different ethnic groups.
The procedure they have used to make these as-
sessments is described and examples of how data
Lathered can be used in the planning process are.
presented.

Beigel, Allan. Planning for the Development of Compre-
hensive Community Alcoholism Services: Organi-
zational Approaches. Journal of Drug Issues. 4
(1974) 142-48.

This paperiNthird in a,series on alcoholism plan-
ning, presents advantages and disadvantages of
four different approaches to organization of com-
prehensive community-based alcoholism services:
(1) the "governmental approach"; (2) the
community agency approach"; (3) the "consor-
tium approach"; and (4) the "for profit approach."
A discussion of "certain substantive issues that
transcend arky and all of these organizational ap-
proaches'Llti ludes the composition of community
boards, an effective combination of traditional
versus nontraditional treatment approaches; ade-
quate program planning; arrangement% for conti-
nufty of care; and stability of funding resources.

Holder, L., and Deniston, O. A Daision Making Ap-
proach to Comprehensive Health Planning, Pub-
lic Health Reports. 83 (1968) 559-68

The authors offer a definition of planning, suggest
ways of looking at health planning objectives,
attempt to differentiate among forms and methods
employed in health planning, and summarize some
of their experiences in working with 21 communi-
ties throughout the Nation through the National
Coinmission on Community Services' Community
Action Studies Project (CASP). Several themes
that became apparent from the CASP study are
discussed:

1. No single agency or group has domain overthe
health needs of a community.

2. Healttris a total community affair.

3 Local, State, and national bodies must work
as "partneri in progress."

`4. A coordinated approach transcending tradi-
tional geographic and political boundaries may
be needed.

5. Regional action planning is a prerequisite to
development of community health services.

6. The health issue is intertwined with other com-
munity issues (economic development, educa-

-tion, transportation, etc.), I I

.

Selig, Andrew L. Program Planning Evaluation and the
Problem of Alcoholism. American journal of
Public Health. 65 (.1975) 72-75.

Briefly describes eight steps o'r functions in the
(program planning process: (1) value orientation;
(2) problem identification; (3) goal setting;
(4) goal measuring criteria; (5) program planning;
(6) program implementation; (7) assessment; and
(8) feedback. A case study is discussed briefly to'
illustrate theapplication of the first five iteps.

Evaluation References: Books

Abrams, L. Annette; Garfield, Emily F.: and Swisher,
John D. Accountability in Drug Education: A
Model for Evaluation, Washington, D.C.: Drug
Abuse Council, 1973.

First in a.series of handbooks providing practice
methodological guidance for drug program planners,,)
and administrators. The manual gives step-by-step
explanations of the processes involved in planning
and assessing program effectiveness, keyed to the
itacler's levtof involvement.

Babble; Earl R. Survey Research Methods. Belmont,
California: Wadsworth publishing Company, Inc.,
1973.
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A basic text for. those interested in designing and
using a survey as part of their evaluation effort.
A practical text that combindie theory behind
survey iesearch with exampte4_of how to design -
the survey instrument, collect and analyze the
data, as -well as how to report the findings.

Bloom, , B. The evaluation of primary' prevention pro-
grams. In: Comprehensive Mental Health: The
Challenge of Ev.aluation. Roberts, Leigh M., et al.,
(eds.). Madison: University of Wisconsin Press..
1968

Good suggestions for evaluating; includes caveats
and pitfalls.

Campbell, Donald, and Stanley, Julian. EXperImental
and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Risearch,
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963.

A pioneering work and basic text for evaluators
and researchers. '

Chabotar, Kent J., and Lad, Lawrence J. Evaluation
Guidelines for Training Programs. East Lansing:
Michigan State University. 1974.

The table of contents of this compreheniive work
is structured in such a way so as to guide the
to those sections which pertain to the part'
evaluation questions the user waits answer
The text covers such areas as why and what to
evaluate,the criteria for effective evajpation, re-,

7search design, evaluation measures, and data

. "or. d
1 .

arralyses.

Available from School of Public and Environ-
mental Affairs, Indiana University, 400 East 7th
Street, Room 313, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
;10.00.

Harnett, Carolyn. Drug program evaluationaprimer.
Grassroots Supplethent. Madison, Wisconsin:
STASH Press, 1974.

0.7

, An outline of methods of evaluation. Covers the
reasons fOr doing an evaluation, when, hoW,-and
who should evaluate.

National Drug Abuse Center for Training and Resource
Development. Fundamentals of Program Evalua
tion: Trainee's Resource Manual. Arlington,
Virginia: National Drug Abuse Center for Train-
ing and Resource Development, 1977.

1S0

The manual allows the r er to work through a
.i

basic systemt approach to p ogram evaluation.
The manual is divided into ales each of which
foCuses on one cpmponent oT th tem such as
goal statements, program objectives, and evaluation
design. By completing a series-of worksheets for
each module, the reader applies the information
presented to her or her own program. Extensive
reference materials on evaluation are provided

, in the following areas: iratAing, treatment, pre
vention? nd management- information systems.

"- Available rom the publisher at 901 North Moore
Street, Arlington, Virginia,,222 .

Popham, W. James. Educational Evaluation. Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975.

While focus' g on education, the evaluation tech-
niques disco are applicable to a wide variety of
socia on programs. The author concisely and
clear y resents the major evaluation issues, con-
cept d techniques aethey have developed over
the pa ten years. Numerous examples make this
a highly usable book.

Rossi, Peter -1., and Williams,'Walter, (eds.). Evaluating
Sock Programs: Theory Practice and Politics.

'-.New rk: Semiriar Press, 1972.

The material is organized under the three headings
listed in the title. The book should be of particu-
lar interest to program directors or managers who
may be setting up or participating in a large scale
evaluation research project.

Tripodi, Tony; Fellin, Phillip; and Epstein, Irwin. Social
Program Evaluation Guidelines for Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare Administrators, Itasca, Illinois:
F. E. Peacock Publishers, Inc., 19712'

Good for beginners. Very clear and concise.

Weiss, Carol H.. Evaluation Research Methods for Assess-
ing Program Effectiveness. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:.
Prentice-Hall, 1972.

Presents a new methodological approach to evalua-
tive research that increases the testability of as-
sumptions that primary prevention is cost-
effective.

-Zusman, Jack, and Wurster, Cecil R. (eds.). yogram
Evaluation: Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental
Health Services. Lexington, Massachusetts: D.C.
Heath and Company, 1975.
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Trainer
Requirements:

, 4

Content:

I

Both. training skills and first hand experience with or know) e of program 'development. n the ..
alcohol field are requisites for conducting tb course. The 'ding skills reaUired include x-
pertise in setting up and managing training events arid skill in minaging group, dynamicsa
moderating group discussion.. Experience in the development oralcObOl service programs is
important in leading group discussioni. It is recommended thattwo-tiajoers cooperate in'
presenting this course, perhaps combining the abciie mentioned V. , than.:

ez:

Session One: Introduction and Welcome .
Session Two: Planning and Community Involvemen
Session Three: Assessment: Stating the Problem,.' -.__-:.,.,
Session Four: Assessment: Collecting Data About .. ,,, 1

0-, 'Session Five: Assessment: Analyzing the Data for -,, ;.-.' A

Session Six: Program' Design: Setting Goali r, .::-.,--rj,",-:, -...ei..'-J
;

Session Seven: Program Design: Specification of ObjetijVai ;0
Session Eight: Program Deiign: Choosing a Strategy J., '
Session Nine: Program Design: Time-Phased Action Plan . .,--,
Session Ten: Implementation: Program Managementan CoOrZinatibp
Session Eleven: Program Evaluation .

, II,
Session TWelve: Completion of Preliminary Plan for Back 1,1 eProblem.- 8,

Methodology: Small large group discussions, individual and small group work, trainer plesentations,
. ...individual reading.

.001---fa.

Time
Requirements: Approximately 30 hours plus breaks:°Sessions vary inleigth from about 1 to 2 1 /2 hours.

k

5


